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Abstract 

The use of intrabuilding electric power lines for data communications and 
local area networking is of growing interest. In this thesis, an original work 
to study the very important signal propagation and noise characteristics of 
the complex and hostile power line networks has been completed. Various 
impairments such as high and varying signal attenuation levels, periodic 
signal fading and impulse noise were identified. Estimates of the amplitude, 
pulse width and interarrival distributions of impulse noise were obtained. 
Communication signal attenuation of power line networks was explored. The 
effects of electrical loading on these communication channel factors were 
examined. Implications of the results for intrabuilding communications are 
addressed. 

To combat power line impulse noise, channel fading, attenuation and 
other impairments, forward error correction (FEC) coding and bit interleav
ing is proposed and shown to be very effective, and is an essential component 
for reliable communication over power lines. The performance of interleaved 
hard and soft decision decoding of repetition codes with or without erasure 
has been analysed, using a simple first order power line noise model. Various 
random and burst error correcting block codes have been evaluated, using 
actual recorded bit error patterns encountered on power line data channels. 

Based on studies of the channel and error correction coding, an actual 
low cost FEC coded communication system for use on intrabuilding power 
lines was successfully designed, implemented and tested. Real time perfor
mance results of coded and uncoded data transmissions on typical power 
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lines were experimentally determined. Convolutional codes as well as rep
etition coding and bit interleaving are used to overcome burst errors and 
other impairments encountered on power line channels. The emphasis is on 
high speed transmission at bit transmission rates up to 57.6 kbits/s. Typical 
practical coding gains from 10 to 20 dB were achieved at bit error rate of 
IO - 4 on various noisy links. It is successfully demonstrated that with appro
priate and inexpensive FEC coding, reliable high speed data transmission 
over power lines is feasible, even at very small interleaving delay. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Communicat ions through E lectr ic Power 
Lines 

Electric power distribution lines have been used by the power industry for 

communication purposes including remote metering reading, load manage

ment and other applications [10,20,26]. Because of the inherent incompatibil

ity of the electric power lines to carry communication signals and the large 

amount of noise generated by electrical equipment, most of these systems 

have data rates below 100 bits/s. 

Recent developments in local area networks (LAN) and in the advance

ment of microprocessor controlled equipment motivate the use of power lines 

as a communication medium for intrabuilding local area networking. The 

possibility of using power lines for data and voice communications within 
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office buildings, hospitals, warehouses, factories, convention centers, and res

idential buildings is an exciting proposition. A number of obvious advantages 

in using power lines for indoor communications includes: 

1. Avoidance of the need for custom networks which can be costly or even 

impossible to install, as well as restrictive in the location of equipment 

served by the network. 

2. Virtual universality of coverage. 

3. Ease of network access by a standard electrical wall-socket plug. 

4. Flexibility of adding or relocating equipment without the need for time-

consuming and costly rewiring. 

In fact, the high cost of relocating LAN terminals has generated inter

est in LAN technologies that require no dedicated cabling. The prospect of 

power line based communication systems for commercial applications looks 

promising. A power line network would find applications in home control 

and management, security and fire alarm monitoring, personal computer 

and terminal communications, office automation, and point-of-sale network

ing. Recently, the Electronic Industries Association (EIA) began to draft 

standards for using intrabuilding electric power lines for home automation 

control and communications. 
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During the past few years, several commercial intrabuilding power 

line communication systems have been developed. These include modems 

from BSR, NONWIRE, ExpertNet, National Semiconductor and Signetics 

[2,27,34,36,40]. These products have nominal data rates from 120 bits/s to 

1.2 kbits/s, operate at carrier frequencies from 30 kHz to 150 kHz and use 

amplitude shift keying (ASK) or noncoherent frequency shift keying (FSK) 

modulation. These modulation schemes are simple to implement, and facili

tate manufacture. In addition to these commercial products, several research 

projects have been reported. Ochsner [37] discussed the suitability of a spread 

spectrum FSK system at 1.2 kbits/s transmission rate. Van der Gracht [16] 

presented measured results of an AC zero crossing synchronized peudo noise 

(PN) spread spectrum modem at 60 bits/s. A potential advantage of spread 

spectrum signalling is its inherent capacity of simultaneously supporting mul

tiple users using code division multiple access (CDMA). However, there is 

no reported work on using CDMA with spread spectrum signalling. It is 

important to note that not all power line modems can operate satisfactorily 

across phases and under different power line environments. 

Channel impairments severely limit the data transmission speed and 

accuracy achieveable on power line networks. Thus far, because of the hostile 

communication environment, transmission at 1.2 kbits/s on power lines is 

often considered to be a practical limit. At these low data rates, the effect of 
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power line impulse noise is relatively small, energy per data bit is relatively 

high, implementation tolerance is large, and reliable performance can easily 

be achieved at low transmitter power levels. As the transmission speed 

increases, the harmful effect of impulse noise also increases. At high data 

rates (> 9.6 kbits/s), it becomes much harder to overcome noise impulses 

whose durations approach that of a data bit, and system performance can 

be seriously degraded. 

The inadequate performance of present systems together with a grow

ing interest in the use of intrabuilding power lines for data communications 

requires characterization of this channel for communication purposes. Deter

mination of channel behaviour and proper application of such knowledge for 

reliable transmission at ever higher data rates is becoming the main focus 

of increasing research activities in this area. The eventual objective is to 

develop technology for future commercial developments. 

The cost of a power line local area network will be one determinant of 

its success in real applications. Custom installed communication networks 

will have a much higher transmission capacity and reliability. It is therefore 

mandatory that the price of power line LAN facilities be kept as low as 

possible in order that these facilities can be purchased at a small incremental 

cost to complement a faster dedicated network, and to support specific lower 
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speed applications. 

1.2 Out l ine of Thesis 

A prerequisite to the design of communication systems is knowledge of the 

communication channel. Important basic parameters including signal atten

uation and channel noise require appropriate description. 

This thesis begins with a study into the very important signal pro-

pogation and noise characteristics of the power line networks, in order to 

assess signal transmission capability and to identify fundamental limitations 

on reliable transmission. The results will considerably influence system de

sign by helping to develop appropriate design strategies for combating these 

impairments. 

Potential benefits of using forward error correction (FEC) coding to 

combat power line channel impairments is of much concern. Initial analytical 

results indicating the importance and potential performance advantages to be 

realized with FEC coding over power line channels are presented. However, 

with FEC care must be exercised to choose a code that matches the channel 

condition and user requirements. The use of a code with inappropriate error 

handling ability can increase the error rate of a system, cause unnecessary 

delay and degrade system throughput. To determine an efficient and reliable 
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code for use on power lines, actual performance of a code when subjected to 

actual channel errors is of prime importance. Original results from simulation 

of various random and burst error correcting block codes using real recorded 

error patterns encountered on power line channels during different kinds of 

impairment are presented in this thesis. 

Following the above investigations, orginal measurement results on 

practical application of coding to actual systems in operation are presented. 

A low cost FEC coded data communication system designed for use on intra

building power lines was successfully implemented, and was used to establish 

real-time performance results of coded and uncoded data transmissions to 

be realized on real-world power line networks. Convolutional codes as well 

as repetition coding were examined. The emphasis is on high speed digital 

transmission and includes results at bit transmission rates up to 57.6 kbits/s 

which go well beyond the works of others. After this introductory chapter, 

the thesis is organized as follows: 

Chapter 2 describes the topological structure of intrabuilding power 

line networks, and their interaction with electrical loads. 

Chapter 3 details the signal attenuation characteristic of power line net

works, as well as periodic signal fading behaviour. Attenuation data from five 

different building environments are carefully analysed, followed by a detailed 
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discussion on the implications of these results for intrabuilding communica

tions. 

Chapter 4 presents measurement results on probability distributions for 

the amplitude, width and interarrival time of noise impulses on intrabuilding 

power lines. These distributions are useful for designing effective signalling 

and error control schemes. 

Chapter 5 presents explicit bit error rate formulae obtained for inter

leaved repetition coding with either hard or soft decision decoding and with 

or without erasure. The results indicate the potential for FEC coding and 

bit interleaving to greatly improve the performance of a data communica

tion system by combating power line impulse noise, signal fading and other 

bursty impairments. 

Chapter 6 presents original performance results obtained using a num

ber of random and burst error correcting block codes. Actual recorded chan

nel error patterns under various impairments are used to test these codes. 

Block error rates are measured for these codes, to determine appropriate 

codes, to assess the effects of variation of block size and to determine a 

suitable depth of interleaving. 

Chapter 7 presents a number of promising FEC convolutional codes 

for power line communications. An actual FEC coded data communication 
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system designed for use over power lines was successfully implemented and 

used to obtain real-time performance results on typical power line channels. 

Convolutional codes are emphasized. Decoded bit error rate and packet 

reception rate are obtained for these codes. A practical erasure mechanism 

is described for power line channel errors. The obtained results show that 

utitlization of suitable, inexpensive FEC coding schemes can ensure reliable 

transmisison on otherwise unreliable power line channels. 

Finally, Chapter 8 provides some general conclusions drawn from this 

thesis and suggests some future research directions. 
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Chapter 2 

Intrabuilding Power 
Distribution Circuits as 
Communication Channels 

Intrabuilding power distribution circuits receive power from distribution 

transformers and carry this power to various loads in either commer

cial/industrial or residential buildings. To understand the communication 

characteristics and behaviour of intrabuilding power line networks, it is nec

essary to first examine the way in which buildings are wired. 

2.1 Bu i ld ing W i r i ng P lans 

Three-phase electric power is transmitted from generation sites via high volt

age lines to substations, from where transmission to distribution transformers 

occurs via distribution lines at voltage levels ranging from 10 to 50 kV [3,14]. 
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The secondary (load) side of the distribution transformer connects to circuit 

panels in buildings. From a circuit panel power is delivered to electrical loads 

via intrabuiding branch circuits, as shown in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2. 

In residential housing or apartment units, the secondary side of the 

transformer delivers split-single-phase power to circuit panels by two 120-

V lines 180° out of electrical phase and a neutral conductor. The neutral 

conductor is normally grounded at the circuit panel and is common to all 

electrical loads. From the circuit panel, general purpose branch circuits con

sisting of a 120-V line and neutral conductor deliver power to small loads 

interfaced by means of standard lamp or plug-in recepticles. Some of these 

loads may be controlled by switches. Each large appliance is individually 

supplied by a special dedicated branch circuit. Washing machines, refrig

erators, home freezers, dishwashers, garbage disposals and forced-air motor 

drives, all have their own individual branch circuits consisting of a 120-V line 

and the neutral. Electric range and dryer heating elements are connected 

directly across two 120-V supply lines (240 V drop) while the dryer motor, 

as well as dryer and range lamps and timers connect between the 120-V line 

and neutral. Hot water tanks, which typically draw 3 kW at 240 V, connect 

across the two 120-V supply lines; there is no connection to neutral in this 

case. 
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Figure 2.1: Residential power delivery scheme. 
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DISTRIBUTION T R A N S F O R M E R 

Figure 2.2: Commercial/Industrial three-phase power delivery scheme. 
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Commercial and industrial buildings are typically supplied with three-

phase power as indicated in Fig. 2.2. In large buildings, each floor or 

floor group may be supplied by separate three-phase transformers. Stan

dard branch circuits consisting of a 120-V and neutral line supply standard 

electrical loads. Heavier loads are supplied by circuits that deliver either 

single-phase or polyphase power. 

On each power phase, the hot wire directly connects all loads. In 

addition, electric loads provide signal transmission paths between a 120-V 

line and the neutral line, and will attenuate communication signal transmis

sions between two points even if these are on the same 120-V phase. Loads 

connected across two 120-V supply lines provide signal transmission paths 

from one phase to another. For signal transmission between points on differ

ent 120-V lines, these paths are in addition to the signal transmission path 

provided by the inherent capactive coupling across the supply transformer 

secondary. Therefore, phase-to-phase loads can enhance signal transmission 

between different power phases. Signal attenuation from power line loads 

would be particularly high on long transmission paths with many loads be

tween the transmitter and receiver, as well as on some transmission paths 

involving different 120-V phases. 

The addition and removal of electrical loads cause frequent changes in 
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signal attenuation between any two intrabuilding circuit nodes. As well, the 

loading of circuits in Residence B in Fig. 2.1 could affect signal attenuation 

in Residence A. Finally, transmission-line effects can occur in long wiring 

runs at high frequencies. For example, at 100 kHz the signal wavelength is 

3000 m, and line lengths in excess of approximately 500 m imply possible 

transmission-line effects including narrow-band signal fades [17,37]. 

2.2 Summary 

All the electrical components and loads connected to a power distribution 

circuit form a part of a power line communication network, and affect signal 

transmission. An exact signal transmission path is very difficult to determine. 

Transformers, power factor correction capacitors, line cables, etc. can 

cause strong communication signal absorption, reflection, resonance and 

other distortions. The large variety of electric loads will cause different load

ing effects on communication signals. When energized, these loads produce 

significant amounts of noise and other disturbances which severely affect 

signal reception. Altogether, a power distribution system coupled with vary

ing electric loading give rise to a very complex and hostile communication 

environment. 
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Chapter 3 

Signal Propagation on 
Intrabuilding Power Lines 

Continued and growing interest in the use of intrabuilding electric power 

distribution circuits for data communications requires determination of the 

communication characteristics of this channel. Vines et al [47] recently pro

vided impedance characteristics of power line circuits over the range 0-20 

kHz, while the range 20-100 kHz was examined ealier by others [28,35]. This 

chapter and a recent paper [5] by this author present in detail the signal 

propagation characteristics of intrabuilding power lines over the range 20-

240 kHz. These results provide important guidance in the design of power 

line data communication systems and services. 
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3.1 Power L ine Attenuat ion 

The complexity and general unavailability of actual intrabuilding wiring 

schemes as well as the lack of knowledge regarding the specification and 

location of electrical loads make network analysis of intrabuilding power line 

circuits virtually impossible, even in a single family home. Measurements on 

representative buildings provide the sole source of data and a practical means 

to determine typical attenuation characteristics. Five buildings selected for 

such measurements are described below: 

1. Four floor 70,000 square feet industrial building (the University of 

British Columbia Electrical Engineering Building), supplied with three-

phase power as in Fig. 2.2, from a single transformer in the basement 

vault. Loads included office equipment, air conditioning equipment 

with motors for driving forced-air fans, numerous mini and mirco com

puters, switching power supplies and other electrical and electronic 

laboratory facilities, lighting equipment, arc welders, copy machines 

and other machine shop equipment. 

2. Large city hospital with 540 beds and a full range of diagnostic, med

ical, surgical, management and research facilities. Three-phase power 

is supplied to this building. 
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3. Low-rise apartment building with four floors and 60 dwelling units. 

Each dwelling unit is supplied with split-single-phase power. 

4. High-rise apartment building with 12 floors and more than 100 dwelling 

units. Each dwelling unit is supplied with split-single-phase power. 

5. Single family house. This house together with 20 others is supplied 

with split-single-phase power from the same pole-mounted distribution 

transformer. 

3.1.1 Measurement Procedure 

The measurement set-up appears in Fig. 3.1(a). A single frequency sinewave 

tone was generated by an Exact Electronics Inc. Model 123A VCF signal 

generator, and was power amplified using a standard circuit based on IC TDA 

2002, with approximately 5 fi output resistance. The amplified signal was 

passed onto the power line by the line coupling network which was essentially 

a high-pass filter having a 3-dB cut-off at 25 kHz. The coupling network is 

shown in Fig. 3.1(b). At the receiving node the tone signal was passed 

through another line coupling network, identical to that at the transmitting 

node, to a 27 fi resistive load. Each line coupling network was connected to 

a 120-V power line and the neutral conductor. 

The attenuation A in dB was determined as follows: 
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Figure 3.1: (a) System for measuring signal attenuation on power lines, (b) 
Line coupling network. 
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A(dB) = lOlogM/tf - vl)\ (3.1) 

In Eqn. (3.1) vt is the transmitted signal voltage, vr the received voltage in

cluding signal plus noise, and vn the voltage in the absence of any transmitted 

signal. The overbar denotes a time average. Eqn. (3.1) reasonably assumes 

in effect that the received signal and noise are uncorrelated. Measurement 

of vn and vr was alternated to accurately estimate the desired signal power 

term v2 — u 2 . 

All voltage measurements were obtained using a Bruel and Kjaer Model 

2426 (0.5 Hz -0.5 MHz) true rms electronic voltmeter. The transmitted signal 

voltage level used was maintained at 3.7 Vrms. Measurements were taken at 

16 discrete frequencies from 20 to 240 kHz, inclusive. 

3.1.2 Measurement Results 

The attenuation measurements are plotted in Figs. 3.2-3.7. Each curve rep

resents attenuation as measured between two specific network points during 

a time interval of approximately half an hour. For easy reference, signal 

transmission is denoted as in-phase (I) when the transmitter and receiver 

use the same 120-V power line. Across-phase transmission (A) indicates 

that the transmitter and receiver use different three-phase 120-V power lines. 

Opposite-phase transmission (O) applies when the transmitter and receiver 
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Figure 3.2: Attenuation vs. frequency, industrial building, daytime. IS -
short distance, in-phase channel. I-unknown distance, in-phase channel. Al, 
A2 - across-phase channels. 

use different 120-V split-single-phase power lines. In obtaining attenuation 

measurements within any building the receiver location remained fixed and 

the transmitter was moved to obtain the results for across-phase or opposite-

phase transmission. 

Fig. 3.2 shows attenuations measured in the industrial building during 

normal working hours. In-phase attenuation over a short distance (denoted 

by IS) is relatively flat and is less than 5 dB over most of the frequency 

range considered. This known, physically short path (approximately 10 m) 

was relatively free of electrical loads between the transmission and reception 

points; curve IS indicates what minimum attenuation might be expected. 
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Figure 3.3: Attenuation vs. frequency, industrial building, night-time. I, A l 
and A2 as in Fig. 3.2. 

Over longer but unknown1 distances however, attenuation is approximately 

25 dB for frequencies below 60 kHz and increases with frequency to approx

imately 50 dB at 200 kHz. Comparison of the in-phase attenuation curve I 

with the across-phase curves A l and A2 shows that across-phase transmission 

did not always result in larger attenuations than for in-phase transmission. 

Curves A l and A2 denote transmission over an unknown distance from phase 

<f>i to and from <f>2 to respectively. 

Fig. 3.3 shows results for the same building at night. The transmitter 

and receiver locations for cases I, A l and A2 were identical to those used 

1 Unknown distances would typically exceed 20 m and could be as long as 500 m. 
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to obtain the corresponding curves in Fig. 3.2. We do not show the curve 

IS because it is virtually the same as in Fig. 3.2. In-phase transmission 

at night shows less attenuation, in general, than for daytime. Across-phase 

curves show much more fluctuation at night than during the day, with 20 

dB fades occurring at night on curve A l at 80 and 160 kHz. Such fades 

could result from reactive loads, reflections, multipath propagation or from 

standing waves which represent energy trapped in the power line network. 

At any specific frequency, attenuation between two network points is seen 

to vary by up to 20 dB from day to night. Such variation is caused by 

differences in network loading. 

Fig. 3.4 shows results for the hospital, taken during normal daytime 

hours. Below 140 kHz in-phase attenuation is approximately 5 dB, but drops 

sharply by 20 dB at 160 kHz from where it increases more slowly to 27 

dB at 240 kHz. The difference in attenuation levels for the three hospital 

curves is more pronounced than for the industrial building. At 240 kHz, for 

example, the difference between the I and A l curves is approximately 20 

dB for the hospital, whereas for the industrial building in the daytime the 

difference between in-phase and across-phase attenuation was 3 dB (I-Al) 

and 10 dB (I-A2). In Fig. 3.4 there is a 20 dB difference between the A l 

and A2 curves above 140 kHz, but almost no difference between 80 and 90 

kHz. Attenuation for the hospital is generally lower than for the industrial 
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Figure 3.4: Attenuation vs. frequency, hosptial. I, A l , A2 as in Fig. 3.2. 

building during daytime hours. 

Results for the residential apartment buildings, taken during 6-8 p.m., 

appear in Fig. 3.5. Above 50 kHz, attenuation in the low-rise building is less 

than for the high-rise even when low-rise transmissions go to the opposite 

phase. Above 140 kHz in the high-rise opposite-phase transmission shows 

several dB less attenuation than in-phase transmission. 

Fig. 3.6 shows results for the single-family residence, taken in summer 

time between midnight and 4 a.m. when virtually all residential electrical 

loads were switched off. In the absence of loads there is a very large difference 

between in-phase (I) and opposite-phase (O) transmission, up to 40 dB at 

140 kHz. To determine the effects of loading, specific consumer loads were 
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Figure 3.5: Attenuation vs. frequency, residential apartment buildings. IL, 
OL - in-phase and opposite-phase channels, low-rise. ISH - short in-phase 
channel, high-rise. IH, OH - in-phase and opposite-phase channels, high-rise. 
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Figure 3.6: Attenuation vs. frequency, single family home. I, O - in-phase 
and opposite-phase channels with no specific loads. OER and OCD are 
shown for reference and are defined in Fig.3.7. 
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Figure 3.7: Attenuation vs. frequency, single family home with known loads. 
I, O denote in-phase and opposite-phase channels with loads as follows: TV 
- television, EK - electric kettle, ER - electric range, CD - clothes dryer. 

then applied, one at a time close to and on the same power phase as the 

receiver. A radio, cassette recorder, vacuum cleaner, razor, sewing machine, 

fan and flourescent lamp showed no significant effect on the received signal 

level for either in-phase or opposite-phase transmission. These small loads 

typicaly draw less than 100 W except for a vacuum cleaner which may draw 

400 W. An electric kettle and television receiver each caused some signal level 

attenuation during both in-phase and opposite-phase transmission. Fig. 3.7 

shows the effects of loads. For the kettle an attenuation increase occurred at 

all frequencies over that shown by the I curve in Fig.3.6. For the television 

receiver attenuation increased rapidly with frequency, above 140 kHz. Both 
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appliances provide significant loading between line and neutral. A kettle 

typically acts as a resistor (~ 10 fi) while a television receiver provides 

capacitive loading. 

Loading by an electric range or a clothes dryer also caused some at

tenuation increase for in-phase transmission. However, Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 

show that opposite-phase attenuation was actually reduced from the levels 

shown by the O curve in Fig. 3.6. With the electric range energized the 

transmission improvement was as much as 32 dB. Both loads provide a low 

resistance path between the two 120-V lines in addition to the coupling across 

the supply transformer secondary. 

3.2 Signal Fading 

The curves in Figs. 3.2-3.7 are based on attenuation levels averaged over 

hundreds of 60 Hz cycles. At times, periodic 120 Hz fading was observed. 

Fig. 3.8 shows some 120 Hz fading patterns observed in the industrial build

ing. Similar 120 Hz fading was observed, but less frequently, in the other 

buildings. 

Different loads were observed to cause different fading effects in the 

industrial building. For example, on a long 60 kHz in-phase transmission 

a 2 dB fade ocurred over 20 per cent of the time cycle as in Fig. 3.8 (a). 
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Figure 3.8: Received signal level vs. time, 120 Hz signal impairments. The 
upper trace is the 60-Hz power line voltage. The lower trace is: (a) Long 
60 kHz in-phase transmission (b) Long 60 kHz in-phase transmission with 
IBM PC loading (c) Long 40 kHz across-phase transmission (d) Long 80 kHz 
across-phase transmission. 
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However energizing an IBM PC on this circuit near the receiver caused a 

periodic 5 dB relative gain of the received signal power as shown in Fig. 3.8 

(b). At 60 kHz with an IBM PC energized results similar to those in Fig. 

3.8 (b) were observed on a long across-phase transmission path as well as for 

short in-phase and short across-phase transmissions. 

Some other 120 Hz fading patterns less common than those in Fig. 

3.8(a) and (b) were also observed at different signalling frequencies; two 

of these appear in Fig. 3.8(c) and (d). In general, it seems difficult to 

predict the effects of various loads on 120 Hz periodic fading behaviour. The 

occurrence of periodic signal fading results in periodic degradation of signal 

to noise ratio (SNR) which can cause burst errors to occur. 

Another type of periodic time fading was observed less frequently at 

approximately 6 Hz frequency as shown in Fig. 3.9. Similarly, relative 

gain of the received signal can also occur at 6 Hz frequency as shown in 

Fig. 3.10. Severe fading of this kind have been observed on across-phase 

transmissions in the industrial building causing large numbers of burst errors. 

More important, Figs. 3.9 and 3.10 indicate that both 6 Hz and 120 Hz 

impairments can occur at the same time, thus increasing their individually 

harmful effects. 

Another serious problem associated with signal transmission is possible 
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Figure 3.9: Received signal level vs. time, 6Hz and 120 Hz signal impair
ments. The upper trace is the 60-Hz power line voltage. The lower trace is: 
(a) 150 kHz across-phase transmission (b) expanded view. 
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Figure 3.10: Received signal level vs. time, 6 Hz and 120 Hz signal impair
ments. The upper trace is the 60 Hz power line voltage. The lower trace is 
90 kHz across-phase transmission. 

occurrence of a sudden phase change at the instants that the signal expe

riences step change of amplitude. This phenomenon is shown in Fig. 3.11. 

Line triggering was used to obtain Fig. 3.11(a) while Fig. 3.11(b) was ob

tained by triggering the scope with the transmitted signal. The effect of this 

phase distortion can be disastrous as it causes malfunction of timing circuits 

used in recovering carrier synchronization, thus causing a large block of data 

detected incorrectly until the timing circuits catch up with the received sig

nal again. Fig. 3.12 shows the occurrence of periodic burst errors when this 

kind of very rare periodic phase distortion happened. The data was detected 

incorrectly regardless of the strong received signal. 
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(b) 

Figure 3.11: Received signal level vs. time, 70 kHz across-phase transmission 
(a) Triggering with line signal (b) Triggering with transmitted signal. 
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Figure 3.12: Error pattern as a result of phase distortion during step vari
ation of signal amplitude. Coherent FSK transmission at 9.6 kbits/s. The 
upper trace is the received signal. The lower trace is the error pattern. 

3.3 Discussion of the Results 

3.3.1 Discussion of Attenuation Measurement Results 

Figs. 3.2-3.7 show wide variations in attenuation vs. frequency behaviour 

and in actual attenuation levels at any given frequency. Table 3.1 lists at

tenuation values measured at 50, 120 and 200 kHz. Within a given building, 

large attenuation differences arise in transmission between different node 

pairs or between the same node pair at different times. The differences over 

time arise because of variations in network loading, and can be well in excess 

of 20 dB. In the single family home at 120 kHz, for example, the attenua-
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Network Envirnoment Attenuation dB) 
50 kHz 120 kHz 200 kHz 

Industrial Building 
Daytime (Fig. 3.2) 

IS 2.5 3.8 7.1 
I 20.8 25.7 48.9 

A l 27.0 36.3 47.3 
A2 24.8 42.2 51.1 

Industrial Building 
Night (Fig. 3.3) 

I 18.7 25.6 39.6 
A l 27.6 28.7 43.2 
A2 25.4 37.8 39.8 

Hospital (Fig. 3.4) 
I 5.6 6.2 23.9 

A l 31.6 28.4 46.7 
A2 18.1 17.1 26.6 

Apartments (Fig. 3.5) 
ISH 8.4 15.8 20.6 
IL 23.2 26.4 31.3 
OL 35.2 36.0 40.6 
IH 34.2 48.0 56.2 
OH 34.2 52.8 51.2 

Single Family 
Residence (Figs. 3.6-3.7) 

I 2.3 3.9 4.2 
ITV 3.1 2.5 14.5 
IEK 4.6 8.5 12.3 

O 13.6 34.0 32.5 
OER 6.6 8.4 10.5 
OCD 9.3 19.9 24.5 

Table 3.1: Measured attenuations (dB) from Figs. 3.2-3.7. 



tion decreased from 34.0 dB to 8.4 dB when an electric range was energized. 

These results clearly indicate that signal attenuation on power line is highly 

variable and unpredictable. 

Attenuation tends to increase with frequency although the increase is 

not monotonic. The measured data was fitted with various curves in order 

to see whether or not some general invariants could be determined. Table 

3.2 shows the results for a best linear mininum mean square error (MMSE) 

fit of the form 

where A,(dB) denotes the measured attenuation at frequency /,(kHz), N 

denotes the number of test points (we excluded the high pass filtered 20 kHz 

point, so N = 15) and 

Constant A0(dB) and A;(dB/100kHz) were chosen to minimize e in (3.2) and 

appear in Table 3.2. The standard error Se was also obtained, where fj, is the 

number of parameters to be determined [49] (n — 2 for the linear fit case): 

e = - A(/,-)]2 (3.2) 
«=i 

A(fi) = A0 + (k/100)fi (3.3) 

Se = yJe/(N-fi) (dB) 
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Network Envirnoment Curve-fit Parameters Error Se (dB) 
Linear RC Linear RC 

> Ao k Ao fo 
Industrial Building 
Daytime (Fig. 3.2) 

IS 1.1 2.6 2.0 154 0.6 0.5 
I 11.6 17.1 -8.2 1 4.9 8.9 

A l 22.6 12.1 -3.1 1 2.9 3.7 
A2 18.1 17.0 -1.7 1 2.9 6.9 

Industrial Building 1 

Night (Fig. 3.3) 
I 13.0 11.8 10.3 15 4.3 6.0 

A l 22.3 12.4 -2.9 1 7.5 8.0 
A2 28.0 8.9 -1.4 1 6.2 5.5 

Hospital (Fig. 3.4) 
I -1.6 12.3 -3.2 16 3.9 6.0 

A l 13.8 16.0 -7.2 1 7.7 10.2 
A2 13.9 6.9 16.0 64 3.5 3.9 

Apartments (Fig. 3.5) 
ISH 6.3 7.2 4.4 33 1.1 0.9 
IL 19.7 5.7 19.3 52 1.8 1.8 
OL 31.7 3.8 33.0 114 2.5 2.6 
IH 28.1 14.5 5.3 1 4.6 5.7 
OH 32.7 10.3 4.9 1 6.4 5.3 

Single Family 
Residence (Figs. 3.6-3.7) 

I 2.6 0.8 2.5 240 0.4 0.7 
ITV -3.1 8.8 -0.6 47 3.3 4.4 
IEK 3.4 4.2 4.3 92 0.7 0.6 

0 9.7 12.9 -14.9 1 6.4 6.7 
OER 5.7 2.5 6.7 161 0.7 0.8 
OCD 5.3 10.4 -22.3 1 3.6 3.4 

Table 3.2: Linear fit (3.3) and first-order RC fit (3.5) to measured attenuation 
values. 
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RC Fit Linear Fit (p=l) Polynomial Fit 
p=2 p=3 p=4 p=5 

Se (dB) 4.39 3.61 2.86 2.43 2.29 2.13 
at (dB) 2.90 2.30 2.15 1.77 1.81 1.79 

Table 3.3: Mean Se and standard deviation ae of the error Se for the 21 
network envirnoments listed in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2 shows considerable variation for AQ and k, even among networks 

within the same building or between the same two network points at different 

times. In the hospital, for example AQ varies from -1.63 to 13.9 while k varies 

from 6.9 to 16. Within this range, Se is as high as 7.7 dB. The mean error 

Se averaged over the 21 Se values in Table 3.2 appears in Table 3.3, together 

with the standard deviation ae. The relatively high Se value of 3.61 dB 

confirms the general inadequacy of a linear fit. The relatively large ae value 

indicates considerable variation among the 21 Se values. Linear fits for two 

of the cases appear in Fig. 3.13. In both cases the linear fit is not very good. 

Also shown in Table 3.2 and Fig. 3.13 is a simple first-order RC network 

fit to the data points, with A(fi) in (3.2) given by 

A(ff) = A 0 + 10lo9l0[l + [Ulfof] (3.5) 

Table 3.2 shows the MMSE fit in (3.5) to be worse than the linear MMSE 
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Figure 3.13: Linear, RC and third order polynomial fits, (a) Curve 1 
Fig.3.2. (b) Curve IH in Fig.3.5. 
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fit for all but six cases. Table 3.3 shows both Se and ae to be higher for the 

RC fit than for the linear fit. Again, Table 3.2 shows considerable variation 

for the parameters AQ and / 0 . 

To reduce the Se values obtained using (3.3) and (3.5), a polynomial of 

the form 

Mfi) = £ Anf? (3.6) 
n=0 

with p = 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 and with A N chosen as MMSE parameters (p = 1 is 

the linear fit case) was used. In general, Se decreases as p increases until p 

= 3 at which point further increases in p do not reduce Se very much. Table 

3.3 confirms that p > 3 does not yield much improvement in a MMSE fit 

to the attenuation data points. With p = 3, Se = 7.0, 5.5 and 4.9 for the 

three worst cases. In all other cases Se < 3.8. Fig. 3.13 shows A(/,-) as given 

by (3.6) with p = 3. In the two cases shown, the fit is reasonably good, 

but the appearance of the two curves is quite different. For each p value in 

(3.6), considerable variation was observed among the various MMSE curves 

and parameters sets A N and there was no obvious systematic pattern among 

these curves and parameter sets. 

There is obvious difficulty in defining a reasonable communication 

"bandwidth" for intrabuilding power line networks. The simple RC net-
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work fit shows that the 3 dB bandwidths f0 in Table 3.2 vary from 1 to 114 

kHz for long paths in the industrial building, hospital and apartment build

ings. One could argue that the RC network model is too simple, and indeed 

the results show no obvious choice for "bandwidth". From Figs. 3.2-3.4 one 

might tentatively conclude that in large buildings, signalling above 150 kHz 

could be subject to large (~ 50 dB) attenuation. However the 80 kHz fade 

in Fig. 3.3, and the sudden increase in attenuation in Fig. 3.5 for the high-

rise building indicate that large attenuations can also occur at frequencies 

between 50 and 150 kHz. 

3.3.2 Implications for Intrabuilding Communications 

The large variations in attenuation imply that a signal transmission level 

which is adequate for power line networks with moderate attenuation may 

not be adequate for networks with large attenuation. One could design a sig

nal transmission level for worst case attenuation; however this approach is 

not practical because attenuation can become extremely high. In addition, 

a high transmit signal level increases cost, power consumption and inter

ference. Also, an increase of signal transmission level to overcome noise is 

strictly limited by FCC regulations for conductive and radiated emissions. 

An appropriate approach for power efficient digital data transmission is to 

use suitable error control coding (to be addressed in details in Chapters 5-7) 
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which allows for some variation in signal to noise ratio. A further option 

would be to use repeaters in networks with severe attenuation, so that mes

sages not successfully transmitted to a destination receiver after several tries 

would be routed through a repeater. Other solutions include perfoming sig

nal bypassing between different power phases at the power entry panel as 

well as signal isolation of the incoming power lines to confine most of the 

signal energy within a section of the power line network. Since attenuation 

is frequency selective, it may be useful to enable a transmitter to select an al

ternative carrier frequency following unsuccessful attempts using a preferred 

frequency. A multicarrier receiver would be needed in this case. 

At the network level, with a fixed transmitter output power level, the 

large variation in attenuation implies that individual links of a power line 

network will have different bit error rate (BER) performance. Furthermore, 

a small percentage of the links can be particularly bad, with BER values 

much worse than for the rest of the network. In assessing the performance of 

a network protocol on power lines, this asymetric BER distribution among 

all pairs of network users should be incorporated in the analysis in order 

to give an accurate estimate. A good network protocol for power line LAN 

should take these realities into consideration. 

With multiple users, the large difference in signal attenuation levels 
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among different network points implies that all users may not be able to 

hear all other users. This frequent occurrence of hidden users in power 

line networks has important bearing on the choice of medium access proto

col. In some medium access protocols such as carrier sense multiple access 

(CSMA), collision detection is often used to enhance performance. With 

collision detection, a sending station listens to its message from the channel 

while transmitting. If another station is also transmitting on the channel, 

a collision will be detected and both stations will abort their transmissions. 

On power lines, a signal from another station is subject to large attenuation. 

A sending station often receives its own message at a signal level much above 

that of another station unless the two stations are close to each other. This 

large difference in signal strength makes a sending station unable to hear 

another station's transmission, and collision would not be detected. 

In contrast to attenuation, noise tends to decrease as frequency in

creases [43,46]. The choice of signalling frequency therefore involves a com

promise between a relatively high noise level with low signal attenuation and 

a high signal attenuation with reduced noise power. However, high speed 

data transmission dictates the use of a higher carrier frequency. 

When very severe periodic fading occurs digital transmission is subject 

to periodic burst errors. The overall BER which occurs on such a severe 
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Figure 3.14: Illustrating error bursts and error free spans. Each burst begins 
and ends with an error, denoted as V . 

fading channel can be approximately given by 

BER = BEReBL(F/R) (3.7) 

where 737 Ĵ?e=bit error rate during error bursts 

J5L=nominal burst length in bits 

F=fading rate 

it=bit rate 

An error burst begins and ends with an incorrect bit. Error burst and error 

free spans alternated as indicated in Fig. 3.14. Some initial results on burst 

lengths can be found in [4,5]. During deep fades SNR is badly degraded 

and BER e can exceed 10_ 1 but is always upper bounded by 0.5. Thus, 

0.5BL(F/i2) upper bounds BER for a fading channel. 
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3.4 Summary 

The results and observations clearly indicate that power line signal transmis

sion is highly variable and unpredictable and lead to the following general 

conclusions: 

1. Except for short transmission paths, signal attenuation on intrabuild

ing power lines typically exceeds 20 dB, and can be much higher, even 

when the transmitter and receiver use the same power phase. 

2. When the transmitter and receiver are on the same power phase, at

tenuation tends to be less than when they are on different phases. 

However, the differences are not always large relative to absolute at

tenuation levels. 

3. Signal attenuation tends to increase with frequency, although such in

creases are not always monotonic. 

4. Narrowband signal fades can and do occur at specific signalling fre

quencies. 

5. Power line channel bandwidth is limited as the power line cables, power 

distribution transformers, power factor correction capacitors, magnetic 

circuit breakers, and other equipment effectively form a low pass filter. 
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6. Electrical loading greatly affects signal attenuation on intrabuilding 

power lines. The load profile varies over time and as a result attenua

tion may vary considerably over time at any given frequency; variations 

of 20 dB are not unusual. 

7. No simple mathematical relationship was found that provided a good 

general fit to signal attenuation data from various intrabuilding power 

line networks. 

8. Periodic 6 Hz and 120 Hz signal fades can occur; these cause peri

odic degradation in received signal to noise ratio which in turn causes 

periodic burst errors in digital transmissions. 
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Chapter 4 

Amplitude, Width and 
Interarrival Distributions for 
Noise Impulses on 
Intrabuilding Power Lines 

Impulse noise provides a serious source of impairment to intrabuilding power 

line data transmission circuits and systems [4,44,45]. Such noise requires ap

propriate description to enable efficient and effective channel utilization. In 

this chapter and in a recent paper by this author [7], estimates of the prob

ability distributions for the amplitude, width and interarrival time of noise 

impulses on intrabuilding power line circuits are presented. These estimates 

are based on measurements in both industrial and residential buildings. The 

results usefully complement noise spectral density estimates by others [43,46], 

and are essential for designing effective error control codes and data link pro-
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tocols. 

4.1 Intrabui lding Power Line Noise 

Power line noise includes both background and impulsive components. Smith 

[43] found that the measured spectral density, which he regarded as primarily 

from background noise, decreases at approximately 29 dB/decade over the 

10 kHz to 100 MHz range. Vines et al [46] presented measurement results 

on noise power spectral density of some residential power line noise sources 

which they categorized as follows: 

1. Sources such as silicon rectifiers (SCR) and some power supplies which 

generate noise in synchronism with the 60 Hz power frequency; this 

noise has a line spectra with lines at multiples of 60 Hz. 

2. Smooth spectrum noise, often caused by loads not synchronous with 

the power frequency; examples include a universal motor for an electric 

drill. 

3. Single-event impulse noise from lightning, and switching of thermostats 

and capacitor banks. 

4. Nonsynchronous periodic noise, produced for example by television re

ceivers at multiples of the 15.734 kHz horizontal line scanning fre-
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quency. 

Gaussian noise and its effect on communication system performance 

is well understood. In the case of impulse noise, however, the time-domain 

characteristics of the impulses have an important bearing on data commu

nication performance. Important time-domain parameters include impulse 

amplitude, width and interarrival time [19,21,22,23,32,33,42]. The ampli

tude together with the width defines the impulse energy. The interarrival 

time defines the impulse frequency, and together with the energy defines the 

impulse noise power. 

4.2 Measurement Procedure 

The system used for measuring amplitude, width and interarrival time for 

noise impulses appears in Fig. 4.1. The coupling network was that shown in 

Fig. 3.1(b). Signal energy from the 120-V power line circuit passed through 

the line coupling network to a grounded 27 Q resistive load. The load volt

age envelope was captured by a Hewlett Packard (HP) 6944 programmable 

processor using an HP 69759 analog-to-digital converter board which digi

tized the signal to 12-bit accuracy at 500,000 samples/s. The programmable 

analog-to-digital converter has a 126 dB dynamic range, and is capable of 

measuring voltage amplitudes from 50 uY to 100 V. The digitized samples 
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Figure 4.1: System for measuring power line impulse noise. 

were transferred to and stored in a HP 9836 computer and then used to 

obtain estimates of the probability distributions shown in Figs. 4.2-4.8, in

clusive. Each curve in these figures is based on at least 5 x 106 samples. 

Measurements were obtained from each of three power phases in the 

70,000 square feet industrial building with four floors as described in Chapter 

3. The entire building is supplied from a single three-phase transformer. 

Measurements were also obtained from a single family residence, with three 

floors. This homej together with 14 others, is supplied from a split-single-

phase distribution transformer. Studies were carried out to determine the 

characteristics of some common noise sources, and to obtain data under 

worst possible situations. All measurement results were obtained during 

weekdays, between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m., between a 120-V line and the 

neutral conductor. 
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Obervations in other buildings indicated power line noise characteristics 

similar to those observed in the industrial building and the single family 

home. Power line noise is generated primarily by electrical loads and it is 

these, rather than the network wiring, which is the primary determinant of 

noise characteristics. 

4.3 Measurement Results 

4.3.1 Amplitude Probability Distribution (APD) 

Amplitude probability distribution (APD) results of the noise envelope volt

age appear in Figs. 4.2-4.4, inclusive, where the voltage amplitude level 

relative to the rms amplitude is plotted versus the percentage of time that 

the ordinate is exceeded [19,31]. The extent to which the APD curve peaks 

near the vertical axis indicates the extent to which the noise is impulsive. 

Two typical APD's measured in the industrial building appear in Fig. 

4.2. The noise consists of both background and impulsive components, with 

the impulse noise being relatively larger on phase 1 than on phase 3. On 

phase 1, for example, the impulsive component is 14 dB above the back

ground component at 0.01 %, and 13 dB above at 0.1 %. 

Some specific loads can generate substantial impulse noise. A photo-
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Figure 4.2: APD, industrial building. 

copier was found to generate very strong 120 Hz periodic impulse spikes. 

The strength of the impulse noise in Fig. 4.2 is seen to be approximately 27 

dB above the background noise level at 0.01 %. 

Fig. 4.3 shows APD's in the industrial building measured in two dif

ferent frequency bands, namely, 30-40 kHz and 70-80 kHz. A Krohn-Hite 

model 3342 filter was used to band-limit the noise before it was digitized. In 

both bands, considerable impulse noise is evident, which indicates that such 

noise is not confined to narrow bandwidths. 

Fig. 4.4 shows APD's measured in a single family residence. The 

typical APD in Fig. 4.4 with no specific loads is not unlike those in Fig. 4.2 

for the industrial building, in the absence of an active photocopier. Fig. 4.4 
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also indicates the effects of a light dimmer, set at moderate brightness. The 

SCR switching generates very strong impulse noise which is 40 dB above the 

background noise level at 0.01 %. 

Measurements were taken in the house with other specific consumer 

appliances, applied individually, on the same phase as the observation point 

and close to it. A cassette recorder, razor, clothes dryer and fiourescent 

lamp generated insignificant amounts of noise. However, a vacuum cleaner 

and a blender each increased the background noise level so much that the 

noise impulses were almost completely masked. Fig. 4.4 indicates that there 

is virtually no measurable noise impulses with the vacuum cleaner on. A 

similar APD was obtained with the blender on. 

4.3.2 Impulse Width Distribution (IWD) 

The impulse width depends on the amplitude threshold level used for mea

surement. We define the measurement point relative to the rms noise level. 

Fig. 4.5 shows the impulse width distributions in the industrial building 

with and without the photocopier activated. With the photocopier on, the 

impulse width at amplitude level T equal to 5 and 10 times the rms noise 

level are approximately 70 and 40 /zs, respectively, with probability near one. 

At amplitude level equal to the rms noise value, another weaker impulse train 
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is included. Approximately half of the impulses from the stronger impulse 

train are 80 /is wide and the other half from the weaker impulse train are 40 

/is wide. 

In the absence of specific loads the results in Fig. 4.5 are different. 

When the width is measured at the rms noise level, a well defined impulse 

width is absent. At five times the rms level, widths of 5, 15 and 20 /is are 

evident in Fig. 4.5. At 10 times rms, the widths are less than 5 /is. 

Fig. 4.6 shows impulse width distributions in a residential home with 

the light dimmer activated. In this case, the impulse noise is so strong that 

well defined impulse widths exist even at an amplitude level equals the rms 

level, where most impulses are either 95 or 125 /is wide. At 10 times rms 
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level, virtually all impulses are approximately 10 /xs wide. 

4.3.3 Impulse Interval Distr ibution (IID) 

Impulse interval distributions appear in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8. These distribu

tions depend on the amplitude threshold level used to define an impulse. 

The impulse must exceed the threshold to be counted. The higher the level, 

the smaller the number of impulses counted per unit time and the larger the 

time between impulses. Well defined interarrival times occur in the presence 

of strong, periodic impulse noise. 

Fig. 4.7 shows a measured JJD in the industrial building with and with

out the photocopier activated. With the photocopier on and the amplitude 
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threshold level equal to 5 or 10 times the rms noise value, the interarrival 

time is approximately 8.3 ms, which represents 120 impulses per second. At 

these two threshold levels, only relatively strong, periodic impulses are ob

served. At threshold level equal to the rms noise level, the interarrival time is 

either 1.5 or 6.8 ms, with probability one-half. As mentioned in Fig. 4.5, at 

this threshold level, two periodic impulse trains one preceded or followed by 

the other are counted, and the seperation between them alternates between 

1.5 ms and 6.8 ms. 

In the absence of the strong impulse noise generated by the photocopier, 

the time between impulses is not well defined, unless the threshold is 10 times 

the rms noise level. Fig. 4.7 shows, in this case, that a pair of impulses 200 
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to 300 ps apart appears at every 8.3 ms period. 

Results like those obtained in the industrial building were obtained 

in the single family residence. Fig. 4.8 shows that, with the light dimmer 

active, the interarrival time is either extremely short or about 8.3 ms with 

probablity one-half, for amplitude threshold levels equal to and 5 times the 

rms noise value. At threshold level 10 times the rms value, the interarrival 

time is 8.3 ms 90 per cent of the time. Fig.4.6 and 4.8 shows in this case, that 

a pair of closely located impulses one slightly highly than the other appears 

at every 8.3 ms period. The results from Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 indicate that, 

under some conditions, adjacent impulses can occur possibly leading to long 

burst errors during data transmission. 
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4.4 Summary 

Orginal measured results on APD, IWD and IID of intrabuilding power line 

noise under typical as well as severe channel conditions have been obtained. 

In general, intrabuilding power line noise can be considered to consist of a 

continuous, relatively low level background noise punctuated by relatively 

strong noise impulses. The characteristics of the noise impulses are summa

rized below: 

1. Impulse strength is typically more than 10 dB above the background 

noise level, and can exceed 40 dB. Impulse strength depends on what 

noise sources are present and the proximity of these noise sources to 

the receiver. 

2. Impulse frequency for the dominant impulse train is typically 120 Hz in 

synchronism with the positive and negative cycles of the 60 Hz power 

voltage. 

3. Impulse width can vary up to a few percent of the impulse period, for 

120 Hz impulse noise. 

4. Impulses can occur adjacent to each other which can lead to the for

mation of long error bursts. 
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5. When compared to in-phase impulses, impulse noise originating from 

other phases of a three-phase power system usually have significantly 

less power. 

6. Communication system performance is determined largely by the dis

turbance caused by the dominant in-phase impulse train. 

7. As well as regular periodic impulse noise (from synchronous or phase-

controlled loads), high level noise impulses can also result occasionally 

from random load switching. 

8. Because noise as well as wanted signals are subjected to attenuation, 

noise sources close to the receiver will have the greatest effect on the 

received noise structure, particularly when the network attenuation is 

large. 

9. Some noise sources will increase the background noise power, others will 

increase the impulse noise power, and others will increase the power of 

both noise types. 
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Chapter 5 

Combating Impulse Noise and 
Signal Fading on Intrabuilding 
Power Lines 

On intrabuilding power line channels, synchronous loads and switching de

vices such as SCR's and triacs produce high level periodic noise impulses 

which are synchronous and which drift with the 60 Hz power voltage. Since 

SCR's are an ubiquitous part of every power distribution system, it is these 

continuous impairments by periodic impulse noise which limit the perfor

mance of power line data communication systems. High level impulse noise 

resulting from random load switching is relatively infrequent, while other 

noise types are much less harmful than periodic impulse noise. Periodic im

pulse noise is found to be the major cause of power line channel errors [4] 

and an impediment to reliable digital transmission. 
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5.1 Overcoming Impulse Noise 

Periodic impulse noise can cause power line communication channels to ex

hibit unacceptably high bit error rates. Consider, for example, the transmis

sion of even a very short 100-bit data packet at 9,600 bits/s, over a channel 

where the impulse noise is' periodic at 120 Hz. Noise pulses occur every 

8.3 ms, and since the packet requires a transmission time of 10.4 ms, every 

packet would be subject to at least one noise impulse. In the absence of some 

error correction, strong impulse noise would, with high probability, cause at 

least one bit-error per packet. Under an automatic-repeat-request (ARQ) 

protocol incorrect packets could be retransmitted; however the retransmis

sion probability is high and the packet throughput low [25]. In addition, 

acknowledgement packets are also subject to impulse hits further degrading 

performance. The actual bit error probability during noise impulses would 

depend on the impulse amplitudes and widths, relative to the received signal 

level and data bit duration. 

Methods have been proposed to estimate and then cancel power line 

impulse noise using adaptive, on-line filtering techniques [44,45]. The success 

of this method depends very much on continuous accurate estimation of the 

fluctuating power line noise. The work only shows an achieved BER of about 

10"3 at 500 bits/s data rate. 
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Other means to combat impulse noise, based on the use of forward error 

correction (FEC) coding, are of great interest. With FEC coding, a code 

matched to the channel conditions is used. Code selection depends on the 

communication system designer's knowledge of the channel characteristics. 

One appropriate and practical approach suitable for power line channels 

involves the use of interleaved repetition coding techniques. The basic idea 

is to divide in time each data bit into three code bits, transmit the code 

bits after interleaving, and use the three received code bits that have been 

spreaded out in time to make a decision on the original data bit. With this 

scheme a noise impulse can only damage a portion of a data bit, and the 

undamaged portions can then be used to reconstruct the original data bit. 

5.1.1 Bit Error Probability of Interleaved Repetition 
Coding with Hard or Soft Decisions With or 
Without Erasure 

A simple and accurate power line noise model useful for analysis or simulation 

is currently unavailiable. To test the use of interleaved repetition codes, a 

simple first order power line noise model consisting of background noise of 

power spectral density iVj/2 and impulse noise of power spectral density 

(Ni — Nb)/2 is proposed, in accordance with our observations as shown in 

Chapter 4. The impulse noise occurs periodically, and is superimposed on 
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the background noise in accordance with Duty Factor (DF) which represents 

the ratio of the impulse noise duration to its period. In other words, JV,-

respresents the impulse power while DF respresents the impulse width for a 

fixed impulse period. iV,- and DF stay fairly constant over short time period, 

but they do fluctuate over long times. Both noise types were Gaussian; 

however, iV< >> iVj. Although the modelling is somewhat idealistic, the 

purpose here is to provide some initial analysis on the potential performance 

advantages to be realized with error correction on power line channels with 

periodic impulsive impairments. Realistic tests of codings when subjected 

to real channel errors are presented in Chapters 6 and 7. In addition, this 

simple power line noise model can be easily modified to describe periodic 

signal fading as discussed in Section 5.2. A useful and accurate noise model 

which can be generally applied to all power line envirnments requires the 

support of a very large data base and is impossible at this stage. 

In accordance with measured power line noise behaviour from Chapter 

4, Ni/Ni, varied from 20 to 50 dB, and DF varied up to a few percent. This 

model is used with BPSK signalling, coherent detection and an integrate and 

dump receiver which is the optimum binary signalling scheme for a simple 

additive white Gaussian noise channel [50]. Ideal interleaving is assumed so 

that not more than one of the three code bits is subjected to impulse noise. 
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Depending on the bit decision and decoding methods used, the follow

ing cases are considered. 

• Interleaved hard decision - hard binary decisions are made on the in

tegrator output for each of the three code bits and these decisions are 

used under majority voting to decide the data bit. 

• Interleaved soft decision - analog values of the integrator output of the 

three code bits are summed and the sum determines the data bit. 

• Interleaved hard decision with erasure - code bits received during im

pulse hits are discarded from the majority voting decoding process. 

• Interleaved soft decision with erasure - values of code bits received 

during inpulse hits are discarded from the summation process. 

Perfect erasure detection is assumed in the analysis and the results obtained 

provide a lower bound for decoded bit error probability. 

. The results of the analysis are shown in Figs. 5.1-5.4 which plot decoded 

bit error probability Pe vs. ii^/iVj,, where Ef, is the energy per data bit at 

the receiver. For burst error channels, bit error probability is not a complete 

description. However, bit error probability is the single most important 

parameter of any communication channel. To obtain the curves in Figs. 5.1 
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and 5.2, we assume the impulse noise duration either equals or is an integer 

multiple of the data bit duration, and that the data bit and impulse noise 

boundaries coincide. In such case, the bit error probability Pe is given by the 

following equations in accordance with the explanations given in Appendix 

A: 

(1) Uncoded transmission. 

Pe = (1 -DF)Q{y/2Eh/Nb) + (DF)Q(\j2Eb/Ni) (5.1) 

(2) Interleaved hard decision. 

P e = (1 - SDF) J2il)Q{\/2Eb/3Nb)kQ{y/2Eb/3Nb)S-k 

k=2 

+3DF[2Q{y/2E„/3Ni)Q(y/2Eb/3Nb)Q{yj2Eb/3Nb) 

+Q{yJ2Ebl3Nb)2Q{sJ2Ebl3Ni) + Q{y/2Eb/3Nb)>Q{y/2Eb/3Ni)] 

= (1 - 3DF) f2(l)Q(\/2Eb/3Nb)kQ(yj2Eb/3Nb)S-k 

k=2 

+3DF[2Q(yj2Eb/3Ni)Q(yj2Eb/3Nb)Q{yj2Eb/3Nb) 

+Q{yj2Eb/3Nb)2} (5.2) 
(3) Interleaved soft decision. 

P e = (1 - 3DF)Q{^2Eb~/Nb) + 3{DF)Q{^6Eb/{Ni + 2Nb)) (5.3) 

(4) Interleaved hard decision with erasure. 

Pe = (1 - 3DF) J2(l)Q(^Eb/3Nb)kQ{y/2Eb/3Nbf-k 

k-2 
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+3DF[Q(yj2Eb/3Nb)Q(y/2Eb/3Nb) + Q{y/2Eb/3Nb)*] 

= (1 - 3DF) J2(l)Q(y/2Eb/3Nb)kQ(yj2Eb/3Nb)s-k 

+3{DF)Q[y/2Eb/3Nb) (5.4) 

(5) Interleaved soft decision with erasure. 

P. = (1 - 3DF)Q{^2Eb/Nb) + 3{DF)Q(y/4Eb/3Nb) (5.5) 

where 

1 r°° i 

Q{x) = v^L e~Vdy (5-6) 

Q(x) = l - Q ( x ) (5.7) 

In all cases (a)-(d) curve (l), which corresponds to uncoded transmis

sion, decreases as Eb/Nb increases for low Eb/Nb values, then levels out as 

Eb/Nb increases further. If Eb/Nb continues to increase such that the value 

of Eb becomes comparable to that of iV,- , the curve can then begin to slope 

down again. The impulse noise clearly limits performance by creating an 

error floor. Curve (3) is worse than curve (1). Even though bit interleav

ing and repetition coding are used, the soft decision process which involves 

adding integrator outputs from each code bit can allow large noise impulse 

in one code bit to damage the overall data bit. A strong impulse which 

originally widely disturbs one data bit now destroys three data bits. This 

curve demonstrates that the wrong choice of a coding scheme could make 
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Figure 5.1: Bit error probablity of uncoded and interleaved repetition coded 
transmissions at different iV,/iVj, values. Impulse noise duration equals or is 
an integer multiple of data bit duration. 
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the performance worse than with no coding. 

In curves (2), (4) and (5), code bits badly damaged by impulse noise are 

prevented from damaging the entire data bit. These curves show considerable 

improvement in performance over that for uncoded transmission. Curve (2) 

results when hard binary decisions are made on each code bit, and these 

decisions are then used, under majority voting, to make a decision on the 

data bit. Curves (4) and (5) are obtained by discarding the code bits received 

during impulse noise from the decision making process. With hard decision, 

a tie situation may occur when only two code bits remain as the other code 

bit is erased. When this happens, "a fair coin toss" decides the data bit. This 

situation increases the error rate and curve (4) does not show appreciable 

performance improvement over curve (2) without erasure. Curve (5) clearly 

demonstrates the benefit obtained by erasing the unreliable bit, and is the 

best of the five. The results on hard decision are very different from what 

would be obtained for the frequently considered Gaussian noise channel for 

which hard decision repetition coding for cases (2) and (4) would always 

degrade performance relative to uncoded transmission. On a Gaussian noise 

channel, the gain obtained from repetition coding could not compensate for 

the error rate increase in detecting the shorter (faster) code bits. 

We note here that a 1% duty factor with 120 Hz impulse noise implies 
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a data rate of 12 kbits/s when the data bit duration equals the duration of 

the impulse noise. Similary, the same 12 kbits/s date rate implies a 0.5% 

and a 2% duty factors with 60 Hz or 240 Hz impulse noise respectively. 

Fig. 5.1 (a-d) also shows the effects of impulse noise strength on system 

performance. As Ni/Nb increases, curves (l) and (3) level out more quickly 

while curves (2) , (4) and (5) indicate very effective code performance re

gardless of the increase of the impulse noise power. Figs. 5.1(b) and 5.2 

show the effects of impulse noise duration on system performance. Again 

as DF increases, curves (l) and (3) level out more quickly, while curves (2), 

(4) and (5) indicate a good performance regardless of the change of the im

pulse noise duration or period for a fixed impulse noise period or duration, 

respectively. All together , the above figures show that interleaved repetition 

codings for cases (2), (4) and (5) are robust against fluctuation of the noise 

process parameters from nominal levels. 

Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 show the performances when the impulse noise du

ration is a fraction f of the data bit duration. The equations appear in 

Appendix A. Again, curves (2), (4) and (5) show much better performance 

and curve (3) shows a worse performance than that of curve (1). 
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Figure 5.2: Bit error probablity of uncoded and interleaved repetition coded 
transmissions at different DF values. Impulse noise duration equals or is an 
integer multiple of data bit duration. (l)-(5) as in Fig.5.1. 
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Figure 5.3: Bit error probablity of uncoded and interleaved repetition coded 
transmissions. Impulse noise duration equals 2/3 of the data bit duration. 
(l)-(5) as in Fig.5.1. 
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Figure 5.4: Bit error probablity of uncoded and interleaved repetition coded 
transmissions. Impulse noise duration equals 1/3 of the data bit duration. 
(l)-(5) as in Fig.5.1. 
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5.1.2 Packet Error Probability With or Without Bit 
Interleaving and Repetition Coding 

In data communications, information bits are often transmitted in packets. 

To prevent data packet overheads from reducing throughput efficiency too 

much, packet lengths are typically in excess of few hundred bits, and often 

total 1000 bits or more. Under an ARQ protocol, incorrect packets are 

retransmitted. When the average channel bit error rate is small, such error 

detection and retransmission schemes are very effective. As the channel bit 

error rate increases, the packet retransmission rate becomes high and the 

thoughput of an ARQ protocol deteriorates quickly. 

Fig. 5.5 shows the packet retransmission probability upper bound P r 

vs. Eb/Nt for uncoded and interleaved repetition codings at packet length 

equal to 1000 bits. These curves were obtained as follows: 

Pr = 1 - (1 - Pe)1 (5.8) 

where Pt is given by Eqns. (5.1)-(5.5) and / is the packet length in bits. Curve 

(1) clearly indicates that with uncoded transmission, packets are retransmit

ted with probability near unity. With interleaved repetition codings, curves 

(2) , (4), and (5) show that a high successful packet reception rate can be 

readily achieved. Fig. 5.6 shows the effect of packet length / on Pr as a 

function of Eb/Nb when using interleaved hard decision repetition coding, at 
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Figure 5.5: Packet error probablity of uncoded and interleaved repetition 
coded transmissions. (l)-(5) as in Fig.5.1. 
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the packet lengths of 100, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000 and 5000 bits. Fig. 

5.7 shows the variation of PT as a function of packet length / for all five cases 

at Eb/Nb equal to 15 dB. 

5.2 Overcoming Signal Fading 

As shown in Chapter 3, periodic signal fades will sometimes occur on power 

line channels. This periodic signal degradation is analogous to periodic im

pulse noise impairment. Indeed, the occurrence of either signal drop-out or 

impulse noise results in signal-to-noise degradation. Therefore, interleaved 

repetition coding discussed in this chapter for combating power line impulse 

noise is similarly effective in handling periodic signal fading. 

In an actual operating power line communication system, the signal 

level is usually well above the background noise level. Occurrences of periodic 

signal fades cause small degradations in performance unless the degree of 

fading is severe enough that the signal energy level becomes close to the 

background noise level. Occurrence of a deep fade is very rare, and over 

90% of all fading occurrences are less than a few dB from the median level. 

However, a deep fade can last for a very long time if it occurs. The use of 

bit interleaving in combating the always present power line impulse noise 

simultaneously provides protection against impairments caused by this rare 
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but severe signal fading. 

To obtain results similar to those of Fig. 5.1 when data communication 

systems are subjected to severe periodic power line signal fading instead of 

impulse noise, one simply replaces Eb/Ni with Ef/Nb in Eqns. (5.1)-(5.5) 

where Ej is the energy per data bit at the receiver during fading, and use 

Eb/Ef instead of TVj/iVj, as the parameter. In accordance with actual power 

line fading behaviour, Eb/Ef can be tens of dB during the relatively rare 

occurrence of severe fading, and DF usually varies from 10 to 20%. 

As well, bit interleaving also provides protection against the extremely 

rare occurrence of phase distortion errors caused by a step change in the 

signal amplitude, as mentioned in Chapter 3. 

5.3 Summary 

Intrabuilding power lines present hostile and complex communication chan

nels for which an accurate and useful noise model is unavailable for analysis 

or simulation. The work in this chapter as well as in [6,7] uses a simple 

first order noise model to show that coding and bit interleaving is an im

portant component in combatting power line impulse noise, periodic signal 

fading and other bursty impairments, greatly improving the performance of 

a data communication system. While the modelling is somewhat idealistic, 
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the analysis provides some useful initial results demonstrating the potential 

performance advantages to be realized with error correction. Fairly simple 

repetition coding techniques can eliminate the error floor of an uncoded sys

tem. Later, we show that better performance is readily possible with more 

complex and powerful codes. 

In terms of practical realization, only hard decisions would be consid

ered for low cost implementation. A short interleaver with an interleaving 

period no longer than the period of the impulsive disturbance should provide 

suitable bit interleaving. The use of erasure requires additional channel state 

information. The obvious way of implementation requires a comparator at 

the front end of the receiver to monitor the incoming voltage amplitude level. 

If the incoming signal plus noise level during the duration of a code bit ex

ceeds a certain threshold relative to the average level computed, the code bit 

is likely to be impaired by noise impulse and would be discarded. 
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Chapter 6 

Evaluation of Error Correction 
Block Codes for High Speed 
Power Line Data 
Communications 

The benefits of using interleaving and repetition coding techniques in com

batting power line impulse noise are shown in Chapter 5. In this chapter as 

well as in [7,8], some random and burst error correcting block codes whose 

efficiency exceeds the 33% efficiency of the three-bit repetition code are con

sidered. Actual bit error patterns recorded in a computer during power line 

data transmission experiments were used to determine code performance. 

The error data was obtained by transmission of an llth-order maximum 

length Pseudo Noise (PN) data sequence and observing the error bits in the 

received sequence. Results are given at a channel bit transmission rate of 
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28.8 kbits/s using coherent FSK at 115 kHz carrier frequency under various 

types of channel impairments. The FSK transceiver was implemented using 

standard FSK circuits based on IC's XR-2206 and XR-2211 [11,12]. Block 

error rates were measured for these codes to determine appropriate error 

correction capability, block size and depth of interleaving. Although typical 

codes have been used as illustrations, the investigation has been general, to 

enable the effect of parameter variation to be seen, to assist the selection of 

a code to meet a specified performance, and to permit assessments of pos

sible trade-offs. The results will enable the application of appropriate error 

control codings required to achieve reliable data communications. 

6.1 Forward Error Correction (FEC) Coding 

Depending on the specific application, selection of a code or a decoding 

algorithm can be a complicated task; the choice is affected by numerous 

overall system design parameters. To determine whether an error control 

coding scheme is justified for a particular application, the following factors 

have to be taken into consideration: 

• channel requirements and constraints 

• decoding performance \-
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• cost and complexity 

• coding delay 

• coding efficiency 

• speed of codec operation 

• storage requirements 

• nature of data traffic 

• message size and format 

• availability of a feedback channel 

• location of the codec in the transmission link and code transparency 

From the system design standpoint, the most important factor is decoding 

performance and delay. From the standpoint of practical implementation, 

cost and complexity are of primary concern. 

6.1.1 Error Correcting Block Codes 

The two different types of codes in common use today are block codes and 

convolutional codes. This chapter deals with the application of block codes 

for power line data communications. The following chapter deals with con

volutional codes. 
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The encoder for a block code divides the information bits into groups 

of k bits and adds r redundant parity bits to each group. The parity checks 

depend on the information bits. The information plus parity bits form an 

n bit block or code word. The number of bit positions in which two code 

words differ is called the distance between the code words, and the minimum 

distance for a code is denoted d. The error correcting capability of a code is 

determined by it's minimum distance. A code having a minimum distance 

d is capable of correcting all patterns of t = (d — 1)/2 or fewer errors in a 

code word, and is usually referred to as a (n,k,t) random error correcting 

code. For example, a code having a 15-bit code word with 5 information 

bits and a capability of correcting up to 3 errors would be referred to as 

a (15,5,3) random error correcting code. A (n,k,b) burst error correcting 

code can correct any error pattern spanning not more than b bits in a code 

word. Also, most codes are able to correct some error patterns beyond the 

guaranteed bounds described above, but whether this capability is employed 

or not depends on the type of decoder. The ratio R = k/nis called the code 

rate, and is a measure of the throughput or efficiency of the code. 

For a code to be useful, R < 1. For a fixed code rate R, more redundant 

bits can be added by increasing the block length n of the code while holding 

the ratio k/n constant. In reality, it may not be beneficial to use a very 

long code for some applications because of the types of errors encounted, 
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large storage requirements, long decoding delay and increased implementa

tion complexity, and because of the nature of message type and size to be 

transmitted. On the other hand, for a fixed block (code word) length n, 

more redundant bits can be added by decreasing the number of information 

bits k, hence the code efficiency R of the code. Obviously, if R is too low the 

code is not practically useful. 

6.1.2 Bit Interleaving 

As shown in Chapter 5, bit interleaving is a technique for improving perfor

mance when more than a single code word is transmitted. It is a method for 

dispersing errors that occur in clusters. The interleaving process may be vi

sualized as assembling i code words as rows of an ixn array and transmitting 

the bits by scanning the columns. Thus, adjacent bits in the same codeword 

are seperated in transmission by i-1 bits. The number of code words i which 

are interleaved is called the interleaving degree or depth, and the total num

ber of bits, ixn, is called the interleaving period I. At the receiving site, the 

interleaved bit stream is deinterleaved into the orginal code words for decod

ing. This can be accomplished by storing column by column the received 

bits into an ixn array and reading out the code words by rows. Interleaving 

does not involve adding more redundancy but does add decoding delay and 

storage costs. 
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In order to implement interleaving, an interleaving period and a code 

word length must be chosen. Interleaving should enable errors occuring 

during impulse noise and signal fading to be dispersed into the intervals 

between these impairments. 

6.2 Methods of Evaluation 

To assess the performance of a code, we need to know how often a code word 

is corrupted by errors and how often the correcting capability of the code is 

exceeded. To find this out, the measured error patterns have been divided 

into blocks of bits and the number of errors in each block counted. The 

results of this are used to compute the block error rate upper-bound, Pbk, 

after decoding for random error correcting code which is 

Pbkl = ( £ tfWCiV/n) (6.1) 
t=t+i 

where n is the block length, JB,- is the number of blocks containing i error 

bits, t is the number of correctable error bits in a block, and N is the total 

number of bits used. Typical values of N used are at least 1 x 107 bits. 

For burst error correcting codes, it is necessary to determine the dis

tribution of error burst lengths within code words. The results are used to 
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compute the Pbk for burst error correctng code which is 

Pu2 = ( £ lBi)/{N/n) (6.2) 

1=6+1 

where B\ is the number of error-blocks containing an error burst of length 

/, and b is the correctable burst length in a block. When errors occur only 

near the ends of a block they have been regarded as an "end around burst", 

thus resulting in a shorter burst than one spanning almost the whole block 

length. One advantage of cyclic codes is the ability to manipulate code 

words cyclically in this fashion [25]. The use of Pbk does not involve any 

assumptions on a particular decoding method, thus enabling a simple and 

effective analysis of error correction block codes. 

For evaluation, a set of random error correcting block codes with block 

lengths ranging from 15 to 63 and with different error correcting capabilities 

and code rates was chosen from the class of BCH codes [25]. The BCH codes 

form a large class of powerful random error correcting cyclic block codes 

that occupy a prominent place in the theory and practice of forward error 

correction; and relatively simple decoding techniques are known for some of 

these. For burst error correction, some very efficient burst error correcting 

cyclic and shortened cyclic codes have been found analytically or with the 

aid of a computer [25]. A set of these codes with their burst error correcting 

capability is given in Table 6.1. They were chosen because of the similarity 
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Code Burst-correcting k/n 
(n,k) capability b 
15,9 3 0.60 
15,7 4 0.47 
15,5 5 0.33 
30,14 8 0.47 
63,44 9 0.70 

Table 6.1: Some burst-correcting cyclic and shortened cyclic codes. 

of block lengths and code rates with the random error correcting BCH codes 

evaluated, thereby allowing a comparision of performance between burst and 

random error correcting codes. 

These codes were evaluated for their performance under different types 

of impairment at different channel bit error rate p, with and without in

terleaving. The effect of interleaving has been investigated by rearranging 

the error patterns to simulate deinterleaving. The results of the evaluation 

are shown in Figs. 6.1-6.14 with p as the parameter; p is the dominant 

error measure. The error structure including burst error statistics is deter

mined largely by the specific impairment encountered. Error distributions 

under different impairments at different p values have been obtained [4,5]. 

A higher value of p under the same impairment means longer error bursts 

would be expected when compared with a lower p value. 
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The results presented are selected from evaluations of error data for 

channels in which the conditions were bad. Results in these figures are 

presented starting from the smallest value of t and gradually increasing t 

to show the gradual change from poor performance obtained from a code 

having inadequate error correcting capability to significant improvement in 

performance obtained from codes having the right amount of error correcting 

capability. Although not shown, further improvement is generally incurred 

by a further increase in t, at the expense of efficiency. 

6.3 Random Error Correcting Code Perfor
mance 

6.3.1 Impulse Noise 

Figs. 6.1-6.3 show the measured block error rate Pbk, after error correction for 

BCH codes when subjected to power line impulse noise, with p = 1 x IO - 2 . 

Without interleaving (i=l) and for t=l, P^ increases from 3 x 10~2 to 

1.5 x 10 - 1 when n increases from 15 to 63, as shown in Figs. 6.1 and 6.3. 

Similary, for t=3, Pilc increases from 5.5 X IO - 4 for the (15,5,3) code to 

4.5 x 1(TS for the (63,45,3) code. 

However, with the code rate R fixed (say at = 1/2), Pbk decreases 

from 5 x 10"3 for the (15,7,2) code to 1.2 x IO"4 for the (63,36,5) code. 
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impulse channel. Channel bit error rate p=l x 10~2. 
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For about the same code efficiency, increasing the code word length from 15 

to 63 bits reduces the error rate by using the added redundant bits of the 

longer code. Also shown in Fig. 6.1 for comparision purposes is Pn for the 

(3,1,1) repetition code considered earlier. It is better than the single error 

correcting (15,11,1) code and is also better than the double error correcting 

(15,7,2) code. For repetition coding the decoded bit and block error rates 

are equal. 

The effectiveness of interleaving in reducing Pbk is seen to increase 

with t. For the (15,11,1) and (15,7,2) codes, for example, Pbk decrease from 

3 x 10~2 and 5 x 10"3 with no interleaving to 7 x 10"3 and 2 x 10"5 respectively, 

with interleaving to degree 10. With only single error correcting capability, 

interleaving lowers the error rate by about half an order of magnitude. But 

with double error correcting capacity, interleaving reduces the error rate 

by more than two orders of magnitude. To obtain Pbk < 10 - 5 requires 

interleaving to degree i=5 using a (15,5,3) code. 

The same kind of results are apparent for n=31 and n=63 BCH codes, 

as shown in Figs. 6.2-6.3. In these cases, interleaving the (31,11,5) code to 

degree 3 and interleaving the (63,24,7) code to degree 9 reduce Pbk below 

10"5. Fig. 6.3 also indicates that in this case, simply increasing the error 

correcting power from 5 to 10 bits as shown by the (63,36,5) and (63,18,10) 
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codes, does not give a much reduced Pbk without some interleaving, while 

unnecessarily reducing throughput. 

On the other hand, the effectiveness of interleaving in reducing Pbk is 

seen to decrease as n increases. For R = 1/2 codes, for example, decrease 

in Pbk is only gradual for the (63,36,5) code when the interleaving degree 

increases, as compared to the large decrease in Pbk for the (15,7,2) code. 

This is because for large n, interleaving can bring in many additional errors 

into the interleaving block. It is noted that the more powerful (63,36,5) 

code starts from a better uninterleaved performance than the (15,7,2) code, 

however. 

Figs. 6.4-6.6 show the performance of BCH codes when subjected to 

errors caused by periodic impulse noise and occasional signal drop outs, with 

p = 2.7 x IO - 3 . To reduce Pbk < 10~6 requires interleaving to degree 3 using 

the (15,7,2) code, the (31,16,3) code or the (63,39,4) code. The (15,5,3) code 

indicated in Fig.6.4 gives Pbk < 10 - 5 for all interleaving values from i=l to 

20. The (31,11,5) code and the (63,36,5) code in Figs. 6.5-6.6 give Pbk < 10~5 

with t > 2. 

Figs. 6.1-6.6 show that there is a practical limit on a useful interleaving 

period. For a code with inadequate error correcting capability, even a very 

long interleaving period cannot improve its performance. For a code with 
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suitable length and error correcting capability, a short interleaving delay is 

adequate to enable errors occuring during impulse noise to be dispersed into 

an adequate number of code blocks for correction. It may not be beneficial to 

use a much longer period as interleaving over many adjacent periodic noise 

impulses brings in significantly more errors into the interleaving block, which 

can reduce code performance. When the interleaver length is inadvertently 

selected at some multiples of periodic error as indicated by the (63,45,3) 

code in Fig. 6.6 at interleaving degrees 8, 12, 16 and 20, the error correction 

performance of this inadequate code is drastically reduced. Since the impulse 

noise frequency is quite high, a code with a shorter block length is more likely 

to be adequately interleaved without extending beyond one impulse period. 

As an example, there are about sixteen n=15 code blocks within one 240 bits 

long 120 Hz impulse noise period, at 28.8 kbits/s bit transmission rate. For 

n=63, there are four such code blocks. 

The important results from Figs. 6.1-6.6 are summarized in Table 6.2 

which shows the minimum value for i, the n(min i) value and the corre

sponding code rate k/n to obtain Ptk < 10~5. For the two values of p shown, 

the required error correcting capability t and the interleaving delay n(min i) 

needed are less for all n at the lower p value, as fewer errors have to be cor

rected. The code rate in Table 6.2 increases with n, but so does the n(min i) 

product. Since decoding cannot begin until all nxi bits have been received, 
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p n k t min i n(min i) k/n 

1 x IO"2 63 24 7 9 567 0.38 
1 x IO"2 31 11 5 3 93 0.35 
1 x IO"2 15 5 3 5 75 0.33 

2.7 x IO"3 63 39 4 3 189 0.62 
2.7 x IO"3 31 16 3 3 93 0.52 
2.7 x IO"3 15 7 2 3 45 0.47 

Table 6.2: Mininurn value for i to obtain < 10 5 for BCH codes, impulse 
noise channels. 

a large n x i value implies undesirable decoding delay and increased storage 

cost at the transmitter and receiver. A long delay can degrade the response 

time and throughput of a packet switched data network substantially. 

6.3.2 Signal Fading 

Figs. 6.7-6.10 show the performance of BCH codes when subjected to severe 

periodic signal fading, as mentioned in Chapter 3. Under this type of rare 

but severe signal distortion, long error bursts proportional to fade durations 

occurred. To obtain Pbk < 10 - 6 requires interleaving to degree 17 using the 

(15,5,3) code with p = 8.8 X IO - 3 , and to degree 9 with p = 4.4 x 10~3. 

Similarly, to reduce Pbk < 10~5 needs interleaving to degree 10 using the 
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(63,24,7) code, and to degree 4 using the (63,36,5) code, with p = 8.8 x 10"3 

and 4.4 x 10 - 3, respectively. 

Also shown in Fig. 6.7 for comparison purposes is the (3,1,1) code. 

However, because of different block lengths, it would be fairer to compare 

these codes on an alternative basis. Fig. 6.11 shows the performance of the 

(3,1,1) code and the (15,5,3) code, on the basis of equal interleaver size (pe

riod) I. Under this comparison, the (3,1,1) repetition code is more powerful 

than the (15,5,3) code for interleaving period up to 180 bits. The short 

(3,1,1) repetition code can be more adequately interleaved than the (15,5,3) 

code, even with a short interleaving period. As an example, at interleaving 

period 1=30 bits, ten (3,1,1) codes are interleaved. For the (15,5,3) code, 

only two such codes are interleaved. 

The results of code evaluation when subjected to severe periodic sig

nal fading are summarized in Table 6.3. The repetition code is effective in 

combating long error bursts encountered during fading with favourable delay 

characteristics and may be a preferred choice. Both Tables 6.2 and 6.3 also 

show that improvement in performance can be attained at a much shorter 

interleaving delay by using a shorter code. 
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p n k t min i n(min i) k/n 

8.8 x IO"3 63 24 7 10 630 0.38 
8.8 x IO - 3 15 5 3 17 255 0.33 
8.8 x IO"3 3 1 1 55 165 0.33 

4.4 x IO"3 63 36 5 4 252 0.57 
4.4 x 10~3 15 5 3 10 150 0.33 
4.4 x IO"3 3 1 1 30 90 0.33 

Table 6.3: Minimum value for i to obtain Pbk < 10 6 for BCH codes, fading 
channels. 

6 . 4 Burst Error Correcting Code Perfor
mance 

As the errors occuring on power line data channels are known to be clustered, 

the effectiveness of simple burst error correcting codes is of obvious interest 

since the "burst trapping" decoder for burst correction is one of the simplest 

decoding procedures available for error correction. 

Burst error corrections are shown in Figs. 6.12-6.14. In none of the 

examples investigated, including those not shown, did the burst error cor

recting codes perform better than the equivalent (similar length and rate) 

random error correcting codes. It has been found that burst error correcting 
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codes are generally no more effective than random error correcting codes, 

and that with long codes the performance can be significantly worse. 

The restricted usefulness of burst codes on power line data channel 

deserves some explanation. Since burst codes are designed specifically for 

correcting burst errors, they perform well on the classic bursty channel [15] 

where error bursts never exceed certain length and are separated by error-

free guard spaces which are never shorter than certain length. If even a 

single-bit error occurs outside the burst correcting span, the burst codes will 

not yield correct decoding. 

On power line channels which may well be better described as "messy" 

than bursty, these very restricted requirements on burst codes obviously 

cannot be met. Although power line channel errors are mostly caused by 

impulse noise, the number of errors the noise impulses produce can become 

large depending on the impulse strength and duration. At times, impulse 

noise originating from other phases can become high and starts to cause 

errors which normally would not occur. Occasionally, fading of the received 

signal can lead to errors. At a low received signal level, a shallow fade is 

enough to produce many errors. At a high received signal level, a fade of 

even quite long duration may not produce errors. Also, single-event impulse 

noise from lightening and random load switching leads to errors which scatter 
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themselves through periodic impulse and non-impulse periods. 

6.5 Summary 

The results of the evaluation indicate that a proper Combination of a suitable 

error correction code and appropriate amount of interleaving can provide an 

inexpensive and effective means to substantially improve the performance 

of power line data communications. The important effects of parameter 

variation in code selection have been obtained and summaried below. 

When compared on the basis of fixed code rate R and varying block 

length n, interleaving of short random codes appears to be an attractive and 

reliable means of improving the reliability of this channel. Since errors ap

pear mostly on a periodic basis, a realistic interleaving period should not be 

unnecessarily long compared to the period of the impulsive disturbance. As 

a result of the periodicity, a short code with a moderate amount of interleav

ing or a moderate long but more powerful code with less interleaving would 

be the preferred choices. However, a code with a short block length is more 

likely to be adequately interleaved with a small interleaving delay, providing 

a very effective and robust coding scheme for the periodic, bursty power line 

channels. 

When compared on the basis of fixed block length n and varying code 
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rate R, the effect of interleaving is seen to increase with t. However, an in

crease in t also means a decrease in throughput R. It becomes apparent that 

a compromise must be made between choosing an adequate value for t and a 

high enough R when selecting a proper code to use. For a code with inade

quate error correcting capability t, interleaving will not help very much. For 

a code with nearly adequate error correcting capability, interleaving can sub

stantially improve its performance even at a very small interleaving delay. 

Although increased interleaving will generally improve code performance, 

depending on the code's correcting capability, it may also reduce the error 

correction performance at some multiples of the error period when the inter

leaving block encompasses additional periodic impulses. If a long interleaving 

length is needed for additional improvement, the interleaver length should 

be chosen at reasonable distance from multiples of periodicities. For a code 

with more than adequate error correcting capability, error correction per

formance improves monotonically with interleaving. The loss of throughput 

when using excessive redundancy is often too large, however. 
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Chapter 7 

Convolutional Coding for High 
Speed Power Line Data 
Communications 

The performance of error correcting block codes was evaluated in Chapter 

6, based on simulations using error pattern statistics measured during field 

experiments. In this chapter and in [8,9], a number of recent coding appli

cations for power line communications are presented. An actual low cost 

FEC coded power line communication system was successfully designed, im

plemented and tested; and real time performance results on typical power 

lines were determined. Convolutional codes are emphasized. Practical cod

ing gains attained on power line channels were determined for these codes. 

The results include channel bit transmission rate up to 57.6 kbits/s. It is 

successfully demonstrated that with suitable FEC coding, reliable high speed 
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data transmission over power lines is feasible, even at very small interleaving 

delay. 

7.1 Introduction to Convolutional Coding 

7.1.1 Encoding of Convolutional Codes 

Unlike block encoding in which the data stream is processed in blocks in

dependent of each other, a convolutional encoder processes the information 

in a continuous fashion. The encoder for a convolutional code accepts k-bit 

blocks of the information sequence and produce encoded sequence of n-bit 

blocks. However, each encoded block depends not only on the corresponding 

k-bit information block, but also on m previous information blocks. Hence, 

the encoder has a memory of order m. The encoded data stream produced 

by a k-input, n-output encoder of memory order m is called an (n,k,m) con

volutional code. The memory order m also determines the constraint length1 

of the code which for one definition is equal to n(m+l) [25]. 

For a convolutional code, redundant bits for combating channel impair

ments can be added to the information sequence when k < n. Typically, k 

and n are very small integers and more redundancy is added by increasing 

the memory order m or equivalently the constraint length of the code while 
1 Several slightly different definitions of constraint length are in use. 
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holding k and n, and hence the code rate R, constant. 

7.1.2 Decoding of Convolutional Codes 

Unlike block decoding in which the code bits are processed in blocks inden-

pent of each other, a decoder for a convolutional code has to know the history 

of the decoded stream before being able to decode a particular bit. In other 

words, the outcome of decoding a bit influences the decision on subsequent 

bits. Furthermore, the decoder has to look at subsequent blocks that follow 

before it can decode a presently received block. 

The performance of convolutional codes depends on the techniques 

used in decoding. The three principal ways of decoding convolutional codes, 

Viterbi decoding [48], sequential decoding [51], and threshold decoding [29], 

all have different characteristics. They can be compared on the basis of their 

error performance, decoding speed, decoding delay, storage requirement, and 

implementation complexity and cost. The choice depends on the application. 

In this thesis, threshold decoding is employed for power line commu

nications. Although threshold decoding achieves slightly lower coding gains 

than those provided by Viterbi or sequential decoding, its main advantage 

is that the decoder is much simpler to implement. This makes threshold 

decoding particularly attractive in low cost applications such as power line 
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data network, where a reasonably good amount of coding gain is desired at 

the lowest possible cost. A threshold decoder has a decoding delay of ex

actly one constraint length; that is, bits received at time unit t are decoded 

at time unit t+m. Viterbi and sequential decoding, on the other hand, have 

a decoding delay normally equal to the entire frame or packet length /; that 

is, no decoding decisions are made until the entire frame has been received 

[25]. Since typically / > m, the decoding delay as well as the storage require

ments are substantial in these cases. For a packet switched data network, 

this long decoding delay would degrade thoughput considerably. Further

more, threshold decoding is useful on burst error channels since interleaving 

and deinterleaving can be included internally in the encoder and decoder 

[18]-

Threshold decoding has been used in numerous practical applications 

in satellite communications over the INTELSAT digital television system 

(DITEC), SPACE demand-assigned equipment system and single channel 

per carrier (SCPC) system [52,53], in terrestial telephone lines and airborne 

satellite system [38], in troposcatter and HF radio [24]. 
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7.2 Codes for the Intrabuilding Power Line 
Communication Channel 

Based on knowledge obtained from the evaluation results on the effects of 

variation of code parameters and interleaving depth in Chapter 6 on power 

line channel errors, three convolutional codes from the important and well 

known classes of self-orthogonal code and diffuse code [25,39] were chosen 

for implementation and subsequently tested on real power lines for their 

applicability and performance. The characteristic, capability, and principle 

of operation of these codes are described below. 

7.2.1 Self-othogonal (2,1,6) Code 

The encoder for this systematic rate 1/2 (2,1,6) code, with generator poly

nomials given by gi(x) — 1 and g2[x) = 1 + x + x4 + x6, is shown in Fig. 7.1. 

It consists of a shift register of m=6 delay units and n-l=l modulo-2 adder. 

The generator polynomials which specify this code determine the connections 

between the shift register and the modulo-2 adder. At each clock cycle, k=l 

information bit enters the shift register, and n=2 encoded bits are transmit

ted. This code guarantees correct decoding if there are t=2 or fewer errors 

in a constraint length of received bits [25]. A convolutional code is said to be 

systematic if the first k bits of each n encoded bits are the actual information 
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Figure 7.1: An encoder for the (2,1,6) code. 

bits themselves. 

A threshold decoder for this code is shown in Fig. 7.2. The operation 

of threshold decoding which was first proposed by Massey [29], is as fol

lows. For a systematic rate 1/2 memory m code, at any time t an estimate 

pt(t) of the transmitted parity digit pt(t) is constructed by re-encoding the 

corresponding received information bits ir(t). A syndrome bit s(t) is then 

formed by comparing (modulo-2) the estimated parity bit pt(t) to the cor

responding received parity bit pr(t). These syndrome bits are accumulated 

in a syndrome register of length m properly connected to a threshold gate. 

The generator polynomials which specify a code determine the connections 

between the syndrome register and the threshold gate. When more than half 

of the inputs to the threshold gate have value 1, the output of the threshold 

gate is equal to 1. In this case, the leading information bit is estimated to 
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Figure 7.2: An threshold decoder for the (2,1,6) code. 

be erroneous and is corrected by adding (modulo-2) to it the estimated error 

(noise) bit, which is the output of the threshold gate. This estimate ir(t — m) 

is accepted as the decoded information bit at time unit (t-m) and is deliv

ered to the user. The (2,1,6) code is called a self-orthogonal code since only 

single syndrome bits, and not sums of syndrome bits are fed to the threshold 

gate. Self-orthogonal codes form an important class of threshold decodable 

convolutional codes and are widely used in practice such as in INTELSAT'S 

SCPC systems [52]. 

The decoder in Fig. 7.2 is said to be a feedback decoder since the 

estimate of the error bit is fed back to the syndrome register and subtracted 

from the syndrome to form a modified set of syndrome bits in order to 

remove the effects of the previously estimated error bits. This modified set 
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of syndrome bits along with a newly calculated syndrome bit are then used 

to estimate the next information error bit. Each successive information error 

bit is estimated in the same way. 

In the above discussion of feedback decoding, it is assumed that the 

past estimates subtracted from the syndrome were all correct. Of course, 

this is not always true. When post-decoding errors are fed back to the 

syndrome, this has the same effect as additional transmission errors, and 

can cause further decoding errors which would not occur otherwise. This is 

called the error propagation effect. Self-orthogonal codes have the property 

that if the channel is error-free over a limited span of time units, the effect 

of past errors on the syndrome is automatically removed, thus halting error 

propagation [41]. 

The technique of interleaving short constraint length random error cor

recting convolutional codes as a practical means of correcting random and 

burst errors is investigated below. Unlike block codes which make use of a 

block interleaver, for convolutional codes, the idea is to multiplex the output 

of i separate encoders with certain constraint length for transmission over 

the channel. The received bits are then demulitplexed and sent to i separate 

decoders. 

In a practical implementation, the interleaver is placed between the 
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Figure 7.3: The (2,1,6) coder interleaved to degree i. (a) Encoder, (b) 
Decoder 

encoder and the multiplexer, as shown in Fig. 7.3, where i is the interleaving 

degree and i-1 is a multiple of n. The interleaver separates the n encoded bits 

in a block by i-1 intervening bits prior to transmission over the channel. In 

addition, the encoder is modified by replacing each delay unit with a string 

of i delay units (an i-bit shift register). This makes the encoder equivalent 

to i separate encoders whose n-bit encoded blocks are formed in succession. 

The random error correcting (2,1,6) code was chosen for its short con

straint length. Combined with a reasonable degree of interleaving, this code 

is used to combat errors encountered on power line channels. 
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7.2.2 Self-orthogonal (2,1,35) Code 

The generator polynomials which specify this code are g\(x) = 1 and g2{x) = 

l-rx7+x10+xie+x18+xS0-rxsl+x35. This systematic rate 1/2 code guarantees 

correct decoding of t=4 or less errors within one constraint length of received 

bits [25]. This code is chosen for its increased error correcting capability at a 

longer constraint length. Interleaving was not used with this more powerful 

but moderately long code. 

7.2.3 Diffuse Code 

It has been found in Chapter 6 that simple burst error correcting codes give 

poor performance when they are used to combat power line channel errors. 

In this chapter, a rate 1/2 self-orthogonal convolutional code from the class 

of diffuse codes of Kohlenberg and Massey [24,25,30], designed specifically 

to correct some burst and some random errors, is considered. The generator 

polynomials which specify this systematic (2,1,m) diffuse convolutional code 

with m=3d+l are given by gi(x) = 1 and g2(x) - 1 + xd + x2d + x 8 d + 1 , 

where d is any positive integer greater than 1. This code guarantees correct 

decoding when there are two or fewer random errors in a constraint length 

of received bits, or when there is a burst of length 2d or less with a guard 

space of 2(3d+l)=6d+2 [25]. 
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7 . 3 A Power Line Data Communication Sys
tem 

A low cost data communication system for use on intrabuilding power lines 

was designed, implemented and used to obtain original measurement results 

of an actual system in operation, with bit transmission rates up to 57.6 

kbits/s. A block diagram of the system is shown in Fig.7.4. The system 

accepts host data over a RS-232C serial computer interface, performs the 

necessary error encoding and interleaving and passes the encoded bit stream 

to the scrambler. The scrambler modulo-2 adds the incoming bit stream 

with a 11th order PN sequence to prevent the occurrence of a series of long 

"0" or "1" data, and to provide a constant output spectrum, ff no provi

sions are made for the possible sequence of long "0" or "1", the demodulator 

would lose the bit timing information necessary to process the incoming bit 

stream. The scrambled data is then carrier modulated to 115 kHz frequency 

using differential phase-shift-keying (DPSK), bandlimited and power ampli

fied. The amplified signal then passes through the line coupling network and 

out to the power line network. 

At the receiving side, the received modulated signal is differentially de

tected (demodulated) after being passed through the receive band pass filter 

(BPF). A block diagram of a conventional DPSK demodulator is shown in 
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Figure 7.4: A F E C coded power line data communication system. 
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Figure 7.5: (a) A conventional DPSK demodulator, (b) A digital differential 
detector. 

Fig. 7.5(a) [13]. The demodulated signal is low pass filtered by a 4th order 

Butterworth filter at the bit rate frequency. The output of the low pass 

filter is then sampled by the recovered bit clock at the centre of the eye (bit 

intervals) to regenerate the digital bit stream. Instead of using conventional 

analog differential detection as shown inside the dotted box in Fig. 7.5(a), 

the received signal is hard-limited by an IF hard-limiter and digitally de

layed using shift registers, as shown in Fig. 7.5(b). A clock with frequency 

much higher than the carrier frequency is used to drive the shift registers. 

This digital relization of differential detection eliminates the complex and 
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Figure 7.6: Demodulator eye patterns and recovered bit clock. 

expensive analog delay circuit and multiplier used by an analog differential 

detector, and results in a simple low cost robust implementation which facili

tates manufacture. In addition, hard limiting the received signal also helps to 

suppress the effects of impulse noise and signal amplitude variation encoun

tered on power line channels. Fig. 7.6 shows the demodulated eye patterns 

at the output of the LPF and the corresponding sampling clock from the 

phase locked loop (PLL) based clock recovery circuit. The use of differential 

demodulation avoids carrier recovery and achieves fast carrier synchroniza

tion and ^synchronization, minimizing detection delay and cost critical to a 

power line packet data network. 

The recovered bit stream from the DPSK demodulator is then descram-
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bled, deinterleaved, decoded and sent to the receiving host. The band pass 

filters used are 4th order Butterworth having a measured 3dB bandwidth 

of 70 kHz, which also determines the receiver noise bandwidth. The cou

pling network is the same as the one used in Chapters 3 and 4 in which the 

ac blocking capacitors and the isolation transformer perform 60 Hz rejection 

and ensure that network devices connected to it are completely isolated from 

the power line voltage. 

7.3.1 System Operation 

Upon request by the host (holding the Request to Send (RTS) line of the 

RS-232C interface at a high logic level) to transmit, the system will enter 

transmit mode if the channel is sensed idle (no carrier is detected). Upon 

entry into transmit mode, the transmit power amplifier output is connected 

to the line coupling network by a reed relay and a preamble of approximately 

100 bits is sent over the channel. The first part of the preamble acts as 

a training sequence whose purpose is to allow the intended receiver's bit 

clock recovery circuit into bit clock synchronization with the demodulated 

bit stream. The second part of the preamble is a particular 56-bits long 

PN sequence called the "SYNC" sequence. After this " S Y N C sequence has 

been sent, the Clear to Send (CTS) line of the RS-232C interface is held high 

by the system, thereby instructing the host to transmit data. At the same 
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time, the FEC encoder, interleaver and scrambler are set into operation and 

in frame synchronization with the intended FEC decoder, deinterleaver and 

descrambler. 

At the receiving site, after this "SYNC" sequence is recognized, the 

system is in the frame synchronized mode. The descrambler, deinterleaver 

and the FEC decoder are set into operation. Recovered data from the de

modulator output is then descrambled, deinterleaved and decoded before it 

is sent to the receiving host via the RS-232C interface. During the whole 

reception period, any RTS is ignored. Thus, operation is half-duplex. 

Photographs together with a discussion of the cost of the system ap

pears in Appendix B. 

7 . 4 Performance of Uncoded and Convolu
tional Coded Data Transmissions on In
trabuilding Power Lines 

Since the signal transmission characteristic and noise structure of power lines 

can be extremely complex and load dependent, it is difficult to determine 

how well a power line communication system will work. Communication 

signals on power lines are subjected to channel attenuation, distortion, in-

tersymbol interference (ISI), frequency and time fading, and both impulse 
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and random noise; however, impulse noise is the dominant error source. A 

realistic test procedure for any power line communication system will involve 

actual operation on real-world power line channels. 

7.4.1 B i t E r r o r R a t e P e r f o r m a n c e 

The BER versus Eb/N0 performances of the system were obtained, where 

Et, is the energy per data bit and N0 is the noise power spectral density, as 

measured at the receiver. The energy per data bit Eb is given by 

Eb = V?/RD (7.1) 

where V/ is the received signal power and RD is the data rate after decoding. 

The noise power spectral density N0 is given by 

N0 = V*/WR (7.2) 

where V* is the received noise power and WR is the receiver noise bandwidith. 

The overbar denotes a time average. A Bruel and Kjaer model 2426 true 

rms electronic voltmeter was used to obtain all voltage measurements while 

the BER results were obtained using a Hewlett Packard (HP) 1645A data 

error analyzer. The transmitter section of the HP 1645A was also used as 

the data source supplying the pseudo random binary sequence (PRBS) test 

data. All tests were run until more than 100 bit errors were accumulated. 
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The exceptions were when some BER measurements reached the 10 6 —10 8 

BER ranges and were stopped regardless of the number of errors. 

Fig. 7.7 shows the results of an initial modem test with white noise. The 

system was subsequently tested on various power line channels. Extensive 

tests were performed in the Electrical Engineering Building of the University 

of British Columbia, an industrial/commercial building having a very hostile 

channel environment for power line communications. The tests were taken 

across all three phases of the power line network and were run mostly between 

9:00 am to 5:00 p.m. during weekdays when the loading of the building's 

power lines was the heaviest. 

Fig. 7.8 shows the results of comparative experiments on the different 

coding schemes at a decoded data rate of 14.4 kbits/s for an across phase 

signal transmission path of unknown length in the Electrical Engineering 

Building. Fig. 7.8 shows that without coding, impulse noise can severely 

degrade the BER performance and a substantial increase in signal power is 

required in order to reduce the BER. However, coding substantially reduces 

BER without increasing signal power. The diffuse code with d=8 is less 

powerful than the double error correcting self-orthogonal code interleaved to 

degree i=3 or i=7, and is also less powerful than the four-error correcting 

self-orthogonal code with no interleaving. The moderate performance of the 
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diffuse code is caused primarily by scattered random errors which occasion

ally occured with error bursts. Although the diffuse code can handle burst 

errors, it will not operate properly if a single-bit error then occurs outside 

the burst error correcting span of the code. A diffuse code with d=8 offers 

several dB advantage over one with d=4. 

Among the five coding schemes shown, the double error correcting self-

orthogonal code interleaved to degree i=7 offers the best performance. The 

more powerful four-error correcting self-orthogonal code with no interleaving 

is better than the double error correcting code interleaved to degree i=3. The 

required Et/N0 to achieve a BER of 10 - 5 for the five schemes is in the range 

of 11 to 16 dB. Compared to uncoded transmission, practical coding gains 

(the difference in Ei,/N0 between coded and uncoded transmissions at a given 

bit error rate and data rate) from about 14 to 16 dB have been obtained for 

this particular power line channel, at 10~4 BER. 

Fig. 7.9 shows more BER results, obtained at a decoded data rate of 

28.8 kbits/s for another across-phase signal transmission path. The channel 

bit transmission rate, in this case, equals 57.6 kbits/s. At this higher data 

rate, the system becomes even more susceptible to impulse noise. Without 

coding, the required increase of signal power to achieve a sufficiently low BER 

cannot be tolerated. When compared with Fig. 7.8, the required Et,/N0 to 
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achieve a certain BER is higher for both uncoded and coded transmission. 

However, with appropriate coding, a larger coding gain from about 18 to 22 

dB is attained with coded transmission, at 10 - 4 BER. At 28.8 kbits/s data 

rate, the relative performance of the five coding schemes remains almost the 

same. In this case, the d=8 burst error correcting diffuse code gives better 

performance than the double error correcting self-orthogonal code interleaved 

to degree i=3. It is because the receive signal level required to obtain the 

same Eb/N0 value increases as the data rate doubles. This higher receive 

signal level implies that a higher percentage of all errors occurred will be 

caused by the regular periodic noise impulses and relatively fewer errors by 

the background disturbances which scattered among the error bursts. This 

makes the burst correcting diffuse code more effective. 

To examine the effect of interleaving on code performance, Figs. 7.10 

and 7.11 were obtained for the double error correcting self-orthogonal code 

which shows the decoded BER as a function of input BER for different in

terleaving degrees, at channel bit transmission rates of 57.6 kbits/s and 28.8 

kbits/s respectively. Fig. 7.10 shows that there is a significant improve

ment in performance from no interleaving to interleaving degree i=7. For 

t > 7 the improvement becomes more gradual. Although in general, more 

interleaving (and more interleaving delay) results in better performance, it 

is more economical to use only a moderate amount of interleaving to take 
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advantage of the initial large gain in performance improvement at a minimal 

interleaving delay. Fig. 7.11 shows similar results at 28.8 kbits/s channel bit 

transmission rate. In addition, this figure also indicates that the use of an 

excessively long interleaving period degrades the BER at certain interleav

ing degrees, as revealed in Chapter 6. When compared with Fig.7.10, the 

decrease in decoded BER is much more rapid with decreasing input BER at 

this lower 28.8 kbits/s channel bit transmission rate. 

Figs. 7.8-7.11 above show the performance of the system under typical 

power line conditions. In the presence of some very strong noise impulses 

generated by a light dimmer, the performance of the system was measured 

and shown in Fig. 7.12. The data rate was 14.4 kbits/s. These curves were 

obtained under controlled conditions in a single family residence where no 

specific loads were energized except the light dimmer set at moderate bright

ness. The transmission and reception were on opposite phases of the house's 

power lines with the receiver placed on the same power phase as the light 

dimmer. This light dimmer generated strong 120 Hz periodic impulse spikes 

with amplitude levels 30-40 dB above the background noise level. The ac

curacy of signal reception under this badly impaired channel was greatly 

degraded. When compared with Fig. 7.8 with ordinary noise impulses, the 

uncoded transmission is very much worse. When appropriate error control 

codings were used, the system remained unaffected by the strong impulses 
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and achieved a significant coding gain of about 23 dB at 10 - 4 BER. The com

parative performance of the three coding schemes used remains unchanged 

from Fig.7.8. The double error correcting self-orthogonal code interleaved to 

degree i=7 provides the best protection. 

However, at a higher data rate of 28.8 kbits/s, the strong impulses from 

the light dimmer produced long error bursts. Under this situation, the self-

orthogonal code with its four-error correcting capability was inadequate to 

correct the errors. Its performance became significantly worse than at 14.4 

kbit/s. This and other results are shown in Fig. 7.13. The performances of 

the d=8 diffuse code and the i=7 double error correcting self-orthogonal code 

are maintained however, even under very severe impulse noise impairments. 

7.4.2 Correct Reception Rate (CRR) 

As pointed out earlier, in data communications, information data are often 

transmitted in packets. As incorrect packets have to be retransmitted, the 

rate at which data packets received correctly is another important measure 

of system performance. A low packet reception rate means long response 

time and low throughput for a packet data network. Figs. 7.14 and 7.15 

show the correct packet reception rate of the system as a function of Eb jN0 

with and without coding, at a data rate of 14.4 kbits/s and 28.8 kbits/s, 
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Figure 7.13: Uncoded and convolutional coded BER performances at 28. 
kbits/s data rate, light dimmer active. 
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Figure 7.14: CCR for uncoded and convolutional coded transmissions at 14.4 
kbits/s data rate. 
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Figure 7.15: CCR for uncoded and convolutional coded transmissions at 28.8 
kbits/s data rate. 
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respectively. The packet length was 1000 bits. The channel conditions were 

that of Fig. 7.8 and 7.9 in which impulse noise and other impairments were 

causes of errors. At 14.4 kbits/s, Fig. 7.14 shows that for coded transmission, 

CCR varies from 90-99% when Et/N0 is equal to 11 dB. However, without 

coding, it is close to 0%. Similarly, Fig. 7.15 indicates that the required 

Eb/Nr, to acheive a CCR of 90% with coding is in the range of 11 to 14 dB, 

as compared to more than 30 dB without coding. 

7.5 Performance of Uncoded and Repet i 
t ion Coded D a t a Transmissions on Intra
bui ld ing Power Lines 

Interleaved repetition coding discussed in Chapter 5 has been implemented 

and tested over actual power lines. For simplicity and cost, only hard decision 

decoding was realized and with a block interleaver of 3 x 8 bits long. A major 

concern during the implementation was to find a simple practical erasure 

mechanism. 

An approach based on the eye opening of the demodulated bit stream 

from the digital DPSK receiver was used. Impulse hits caused severe clos

ings of the eye which would otherwise be wide open. Because of this close 

correspondence between impulse noise and eye opening, a recovered code bit 
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was considered unreliable if during the sampling instant the eye level was 

below a certain threshold. A channel status bit was turned on to indicate 

this situation. Both the recovered code bit and the channel status bit were 

deinterleaved and passed to the decoder. The decoder could then make use 

of the channel status information to erase an unreliable code bit from the 

majority logic decoding process. 

Figs. 7.16 and 7.17 show the BER performance of repetition coding 

at decoded data rates of 19.2 kbits/s and 9.6 kbits/s respectively with or 

without using erasure. The measurements were taken in the Electrical 

Engineering building on two across-phase signal transmission paths. These 

results agree sufficiently well with the theoretical calculations as shown in 

Fig. 5.1. The results show that even with limited interleaving, significant 

improvements in performance are achieved, although they are less than those 

provided by the convolutional codes. As predicted in Chapter 5, the mea

sured performance of the three bit repetition code with and without erasure 

are almost the same for hard decision decoding. One would expect addi

tional gains to be achieved if soft decision and erasure are used, as shown in 

Chapter 5. 

The threshold setting used for erasure was found to be uncritical and 

could easily be set midway between wide opening and closing of the eye, for 
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the impulse noise impaired channels. Defining and evaluating an optimum 

threshold level is a formidable task. The correct packet reception rate for 

uncoded and repetition coded data transmission were also measured and 

shown in Figs.7.18 and 7.19. The packet length was 1,000 bits. 

7.6 Summary 

Unlike many other communication channels, power line networks exhibit high 

error rate. Suitable FEC coding is necessary to reduce these error rates to 

an acceptable level. A series of measurements were made on real power line 

channels in order to determine what improvements in performance could be 

obtained with the use of simple convolutional codes as well as with repeti

tion coding and modest amounts of interleaving. The error correction effec

tiveness of these codes against periodic impulse noise, random noise, signal 

distortion, phase distortion and other impairments possibly encountered on 

typical power lines are experimentally determined. 

The results of the measurements presented indicate that the use of a 

simple short constraint length convolutional code and threshold decoding 

can reduce decoded bit error rate several orders of magnitude below un

coded transmission, even under minimal interleaving delay insufficient to 

render the channel memoryless. This initial delay with coding is negligible 
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Figure 7.18: CCR for uncoded and repetition coded transmissions at 19.2 
kbits/s data rate. 
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as compared with the delay with retransmissions of errored packets which 

are often thousands of bits long. The FEC coded system also increased the 

packet reception rate from close to 0% to over 90 %, greatly improving the 

throughput of any retransmission schemes. Even under strong interference 

levels generated by a light dimmer, appropriate coding reduced BER sub

stantially. Rather than resorting to the use of particular codes to correct a 

fixed number or type of errors, interleaving a random error correcting code 

provides a very effective and robust means to combat both burst and random 

errors encountered on the highly varying power line communication channels. 

It is successfully demonstrated that utilization of a suitable, inexpensive FEC 

coding scheme enables transmissions on otherwise unreliable power line chan

nels at acceptable decoded bit error rates. Retransmission of those packets 

with uncorrected errors can ensure highly reliable communication services 

on intrabuilding power line communication networks. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions 

8.1 Conc lud ing Remarks 

Apart from the inherent communication limitations, the key obstacles to 

power line communications are insufficient understanding of this complex 

and hostile communication channel as well as limited performance of present 

systems. The situation is further compounded by cost constraints imposed 

for low cost applications. 

Through our experimental research program, practical constraints, lim

itations and requirements of the power line communication channels have 

been identified and studied, leading to design considerations essential for 

successful implementation of future generations of power line communication 

systems. While detailed conclusions are given at the end of each chapter, 

some general conclusions are drawn from this thesis and presented below. 
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The results of our signal transmission study reveal wide variations in 

attenuation vs. frequency behaviour and in actual attenuation levels at any 

given frequency, in different buildings. The differences arise because of sub

stantial variations in the length and layout of the actual physical power 

line wiring. Within a given building, large attenuation differences arise in 

transmission between different node pairs or between the same node pair at 

different times. The differences over node pairs arise because of variations 

in actual transmission path, while the differences over time arise because 

of variations in network loading. Except over short transmission distances, 

signal attenuation typically exceeds 20 dB even when the transmitter and 

receiver use the same power phase. The high and varying propagation losses 

suggest the need for a large transmit signal power; however, this approach is 

not practical because attenuation can become extremely high. In addition, 

a high transmit signal level increases modem cost and power consumption, 

and also increases interference levels which may be subjected to government 

regulations. 

Power line communication signals also experience periodic enhance

ments and fades about the median signal level. When these fades exceed a 

specific margin, system performance can be seriously degraded. The degree 

of degradation will depend on the magnitude of fading, the duration of the 

fade and the fading rate. This rate is normally 120 Hz although other rates 
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such, as 6 Hz are possible and do occur. 

Noise on power lines has a highly structured form, characterized by 

significant probabilities of large interference levels which can drastically de

grade system performance. In particular, 120 Hz periodic impulse noise is the 

most dominant source of errors of all the impairments found on power lines. 

Impulse amplitude is typically more than 10 dB above the background noise 

level. However, specific noise sources located close to the receiving point can 

significantly add to the received noise process, and impulse amplitude 30-40 

dB above the background noise level is possible. Also, impulses can appear 

in pairs leading to very long error bursts on power lines. 

To enable reliable communications, FEC coding is used to combat 

power line impulse noise and periodic signal fading, to compensate for severe 

received signal power limitations, and to overcome potential narrow band 

fades, phase distortion and other impairments. Through mathematical anal

ysis, it is shown that the performance advantages to be realized with error 

correction and interleaving can be substantial. Further testing of different 

random and burst error correcting block codes against actual recorded error 

patterns have shown that by careful choice of an error control coding scheme, 

it is possible to drastically reduce the effects of impulse noise. It is found 

that the combination of interleaving and random error correction provides 
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significantly better performance than error correction coding alone. How

ever too long an interleayer, especially at some multiples of periodic error, 

may not be benefical. A code with a short block length can be effectively 

interleaved to provide an inexpensive and robust coding scheme for power 

line channels with periodic, bursty and random impairments. 

The results from the study of the channel and error correction coding 

lead to the development of an operational FEC coded power line data com

munication system. Tests on actual channels show that through the use of 

simple short constraint length convolutional codes and threshold decoding 

or by use of repetition coding, the required Eb/N0 for an acceptable BER is 

much reduced from uncoded transmission. Also, the rate that packets are 

correctly received is increased from close to 0% to over 90%. Even at strong 

interference levels generated by a light dimmer, appropriate coding reduced 

BER substantially. It is shown that suitably interleaving a random error cor

recting code appears to be an inexpensive and reliable mean for combating 

errors encountered on the complex and varying power line communication 

channels. The results include transmissions at bit transmission rates up to 

57.6 kbits/s. It is successfully demonstrated that with suitable and inexpen

sive FEC coding, reliable high speed data transmission over power lines is 

feasible, even at very small interleaving delay. 
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In summary, this thesis presents important original fundamental studies 

and a much better understanding of the communication channel character

istics and behaviour of intrabuilding power line networks. The thesis also 

presents and demonstrates means to utilize such networks effectively in real 

operating envirnoments. 

8.2 Some Suggestions for Further Work 

The studies presented in this thesis provide quantitative measures and a bet

ter understanding of some of the most basic factors characterizing power line 

communication channels. These results add to an increasing data base for 

future analysis, and also help to the development of guidelines which would 

lead to the development of new regulations and standards governing the 

technical characteristics and operation of equipment and systems employing 

digital transmission of information over intrabuilding power line networks. 

Some substantial work remains to be done in the future. Among these 

is implementation of the economically viable subsystems described in this 

thesis using various VLSI and application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) 

techonlogies. As well, multiple user access protocols needed to be designed 

and implemented. 

The use of repeaters to overcome severe attenuation problems on par-
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ticularly bad links is worthy of considerable investigation. Various questions 

arise. How many repeaters would be adequate and where should they be 

located? The highly variable attenuation characteristics make the choice of 

repeater locations difficult. A potential solution proposed by this author is 

that every network user would serve as a repeater upon request from other 

users, so that no explicit repeater is required. For a network of even moder

ate size, the number of repeaters available to each user would exceed what 

could be offered by installing explicit repeaters. A simple protocol which 

goes with this method follows. 

With each user is a routing table which keeps track of the path condi

tions between itself and all other users as either good or bad. When user i 

wants to transmit to user j, a direct transmission will take place regardless 

of the path condition. If after a fixed number of unsuccessful trials, user 

i updates its own routing table regarding the path condition to user j as 

bad and then selects from the top of its table the first good user (user k) to 

serve as a repeater. User i then transmits to user j via user k who serves 

as a repeater. If a positive acknowledgement is not received by user i after 

some timeout period, user i again updates its routing table and looks for 

another good user to serve as a repeater. The process repeats until either 

a positive acknowledgement is received or all possible users are tried. If the 

later event occurs, then transmission is aborted. For the idle users, control 
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signals could be sent occasionally to determine the path conditions, and to 

use the information obtained to update their routing tables. 

As more data becomes available, development of viable analytical chan

nel models for system design is of interest. With regard to FEC coding, 

higher order models describing the error arrival process could be developed. 

But as pointed out by Brayer [l] in a guest editorial on HF data transmis

sion, those who were studying error patterns divided into two camps, the 

coders and the modelers. The modelers are still doing modelling but the 

coders solved the problem. 

The data rate of the system described in this thesis is high enough 

to support various types of digitized voice transmission. Subjective studies 

on the quality of digital voice communication over power lines would be 

interesting. 

The above list of ideas for further studies is by no means exhaustive. 

Considerable work remains to be done at the data link, network and higher 

level protocol layers. Power line communications is potentially an active area 

for further research and product development. It is expected that there will 

be an expansion of activities as more is learned about the capabilities and 

limitations of power line channels, and about potential markets for power 

line communications technology. 
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Appendix A 

Equations for Interleaved 
Repetition Coding 

For a simple additive white Gaussian noise channel of power spectral den

sity Nb/2, the bit error probability Pe of an integrate and dump receiver is 

Q{y/2Eb/Nb) [50]. When the noise power spectral density alternates between 

7Y./2 and iVj/2, Eqns. (5.1-5.5) are obtained by multiplying the proportion 

of time with the bit error probability of a data bit when it is affected by each 

noise type. 

In Eqn. (5.1), DF and 1-DF represent the proportion of time that a 

data bit is affected by impulse noise and background noise, respectively. 

In Eqn. (5.2), when a data bit affected by impulse noise is interleaved, 

three data bits are affected. The proportion of time that a data bit is af

fected by impulse noise and background noise then becomes 3DF and 1-3DF, 
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respectively. For repetition codings, a data bit is in error when any two or 

all of the three code bits are in error. When all three code bits are affected 

by background noise, this probability of any two or all three code bits in 

error is given by the binomial expression in the equation. When one of the 

three code bits is affected by impulse noise, this probability of any two or all 

three code bits in error is written out explicitly as shown in the 2nd term of 

the equation. 

In Eqn. (5.3), the 1st term is the probability of error when a data is 

affected by background noise only. The 2nd term is the probability of a data 

bit in error when 1/3 of the data bit is affected by impulse noise while the 

other 2/3 is affected by background noise. 

In Eqn. (5.4), the first term is the same as in Eqn. (5.2). The 2nd 

term is the probability of a data bit in error when either one or all two of 

the unerased code bits are in error. 

In Eqn. (5.5), the 1st term is the same as in Eqn.(5.3). The 2nd term 

is the probability of a data bit in error when the remaining 2/3 of the data 

bit is affected by background noise as the other 1/3 is erased. 

When the impulse noise duration is a fraction f of the data bit duration, 

the bit error probability Pe derivations follow the same agruements as with 

eqnations (5.1-5.5) and are straight forward. They are given below: 
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For 2/3 < / < 1 

(l) Uncoded transmission 

P. = (1 - =Y)Q(y/2EijNh) + ^j-Q{y/2Eh/(fNt + (1 - f)Nb)) (A.l) 

(2) Interleaved hard decision 

P e = (1 - 3^-) E6)9(>/2^/3JV0*5(\/2^/3^) 3-* 

+2^[2Q{y/2Ei/3Ni)Q{yj2Eb/3Nb)Q{sj2Ei/3Ni) + Q{yj2Eb/3Nb)2] 

+tj-[2Q{y/2Eb/{3{{3f - 2)Nt + (3 - 3f)Nb)})Q{y/2Eb/3Nb)Q{y/2Eb/3Nb) 

+Q{^2Eb/3Nb)2} (A.2) 

(3) Interleaved soft decision. 

XXF\~, /_„ , . , % _£>P 

£>P 

P e = (1 - 3^)Q(y/2Eb/Nb) + 2^y-Q(yj6Eb/(Ni + 2N„)) 

—Q{yj6Eb/((3f - 2)Ni + (5 - 3f)Nb)) (A.3) 

(4) Interleaved hard decision with erasure 

DF 3 

P e = (1 - 3^-) J2{l)Q[y/2Ek/SNb)liQ{y/2Eb/3Nl,)*-h 

DF i 

+3—Q{y/2Ei/3Ni\ (AA) 

(5) Interleaved soft decision with erasure. 

DF^, / , „ v D P 
P. = (1 - 3—)Q{y/2Eb/Nb) + 3—Q(^4Eb/3Nb) (A.5) 
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For 1/3 < / < 2/3 

(l) Uncoded transmission. 

DF,„, r——, DF 
Pe = (1 - ±j-)Q{yj2Eb/Nh) + =j-Q{yj2Ehl{fNi+\l -f)Nb)) (A.6) 

(2) Interleaved hard decision. 

DF 3 

Pe = (1 - 2^f) Z(l)Q(^Eb/3Nb)kQ(y/2Eb/3Nb)s-k 

+^{2Q{^2Eb/3N^Q{yj2Eb/3NbyQ{y/2Eb/3Nb) + Q{^2Eb/3Nb)2} 

+^[2Q(^2Eb/[3((3f - l)Ni + (2 - 3f)Nb)\)Q(^2Eb/3Ni)Q(yj2Eb/3Ni) 

+Q{^2Eb/3Nb)2] (A.7) 

(3) Interleaved soft decision. 

}DF,„, /_„ DF 

DF 

Pt = (1 - 2—)Q(yj2Eb/Nb) + -y-Q(yj6Eb/(Ni + 2Nb)) 

—Q(y/6Eb/((3f - l)Ni + (4- 3f)Nb)) (A.8) 

(4) Interleaved hard decision with erasure. 

DF 3 

Pt = (1 - 2^-) Y:(l)Q^2Eb/3Nb)kQ(y/2Eb/3Nbr-k 

J k=2 
DF i 

+2—Q{j2Eb/3Nb) (A.9) 

(5) Interleaved soft decision with erasure. 

DF^, r — T T T , ~DF 
UP I U t i 

Pt = (1 - 2-j-)Q{yj2Eb/Nb) + 2—Q{y/4Eb/3Nb) (A.10) 
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For 0 < / < 1/3 

(1) Uncoded transmission 

DF^r i „ DF 
Pe = (1 - -y)Q{y/2EbjNk) + —Q(\j2Ehl(fNi + (1 - /)JV»)) (A.11) 

(2) Interleaved hard decision. 

J k=2 

+^[2Q{y/2Ei/[3{3fNi + (1 - 3f)Nb)))Q(^2Eb/3Nb)Q{yj2Eb/3Nb) 

+Q{^2Eb/3Nb)2} (A.12) 

(3) Interleaved soft decision. 

DF 

DF 

Pe = (1 - —)Q(y/2Eb/Nb) 

+-j-Q(y/2Eb/(fNi + (1 - /)JV»)) (A.13) 

(4) Interleaved hard decision with erasure. 

Pe = (1 " ^ r ) J2(l)Q(S/2E^b)kQ(^2Eb/3Nb)i-k 

+^Q{\J2Eb/3Nb) (A.14) 

(5) Interleaved soft decision with erasure. 

DF i DF i 
P. = (1 - ^j-)Q(y/2Eb/Nb) + —j-Q[\/4Eb/3Nb) (A.15) 
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Appendix B 

Hardware Photographs and 
Cost Discussions of the D P S K 
System 

Photographs of the FEC coded DPSK system described in Chapter 7 are 

shown below. The implementation is based largely on standard off the shelf 

CMOS logic IC's which easily lends to VLSI implementation. Part cost per 

board is typically about five dollars with the exception of the power supply 

board which costs around twelve dollars. Quantity discounts and integrated 

circuit implemention would significantly reduce these costs. 

In implementing the system, no attempt was made to optimize packag

ing. Instead, board layouts were designed to facililate experimental work and 

performance measurements. The various FEC codes used were implemented 

on different boards, which could be easily interchanged. 
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Figure B. l : A photograph of the front and rear view of the implementation of 
the FEC coded power line data communication system described in Chapter7 

Figure B.2: The Power Supply/Power Amplifier/TTL-RS-232C Level 
Shift/Line Coupling Network board. 
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Figure B.5: The Preamble/Sync Recognition/Scrambler/Decrambler board. 



Figure B.7: The (2,1,35) Encoder and Decoder boards. 
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